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Grad students try for union
By Kimberty Dupps
1H[ BG IUWS

Over a cup of coffee lasl
semesler, graduate students
began to compare notes. One
was teaching a single class, while
another was leaching two classes
plus had research responsibilities. The more the graduate students began to talk the more
things did not add up.
The students are now members of Organize Bowling Green,
an elTon to unionize graduate
assistants across campus. By

unionizing graduate assistants,
the students would have the
right to collectively bargain and
the right to additional health care
coverage.
Currently, the health plan
endorsed by the University costs
graduate students $614 per year
and covers usual and customary
charges accrued at the hospital
as well as mandatory surgeries.
Dental, mental nervous disorders, substance abuse and elective abortions are not covered by
the plan. There is also no cover-

age for chemotherapy and radiation treatments.
"The biggest complaint is that
it doesn't cover everything," said
losh Kaplan, director of Student
Health Services. He added that
most health plans do not cover
everything.
According to Daniel, an
American Culture Studies graduate student who asked that his
last name not be used, the "lousy
health plan" covers very little and
docs not cover pre-existing conditions. For him, this means that

his asthma goes untreated
because he cannot afford the
medications on his own.
However, according to Kaplan,
after one year of coverage on the
University health plan pre-existing conditions are covered. If the
graduate student had health
insurance for a year prior to
coining as a graduate student,
pre-existing conditions are covered as soon as the student takes
on the insurance.
'ITiere are also concerns about
the health coverage for women.

Daniel said. Kaplan said that
women can have their yearly
checkups, but if they are pregnant when they take the insurance policy it will lx' considered a
pre-existing
condition.
Pregnancy is covered if com eption occurs after the effective

date of the coverage.
"It is as good as we can gel It,"
Kaplan said.
The health plan the Univci-.il>
UNION, PAGE 2

Hockey faces mighty Spartans
By Dan Nied
IHt BG NirtS

Michigan State is not invincible.
That is what Buddy Powers
and his Falcon hockey team
believe going into this weekend's
best-of-three scries against the
Spartans to open the CCI1A playoffs.
But the good thing alx>m that
line of thought is it may be right
on the money. In fact, the No. 5
Spartans let theCCHA championship slip out of their hands
when a red-hot Michigan team
went 9-0 over its last nine conference names to edge MSU for the
regular season title. The Spartans
couldn't keep up, going only 6-12 over their lasl nine CCHA
games. That one loss came at the
hands of mediocre Ferris Slate
last weekend, which all but eliminated the Spartans CCHA title
hopes. Had they won, they
would have had a mismatch
scries againsl last-place Lake
Superior State.
Of course, people around the
CCHA would still say the
Spartans made out pretty well,
hosting the 9-23-6 falcons in the
first round. However, MSU coach
Ron Mason has to disagree.
"(Bowling Green) is the most
dangerous learn we can play,"
Mason said. "They have great
goaltending in Tyler Masters.
They have a defense thai can put
up some numbers and dangerous forwards."
Adding to the intrigue of this
matchup is the fact that the
Falcons have played playoff
spoilers the lasl two seasons,
upsetting third-place Lake
Superior Stale iwo years ago and
second-place Miami last season.
Ending BG's playoff run last season was none other than Mason's
Spartans, who barely beat the
Falcons 2-1 in the CCHA semifinal at loe louis Arena in a game
that couldn't really have been
called an upset if the Falcons had

Sarah Casto BG News

GAME ON: Falcon captain Greg Day (10) and the BG leers hope to pull off a big upsets in the CCHA playoffs over Michigan State
this Friday.
won.

"It was a touch and go game,"
Mason said. "But they were every
bit as good as we were."
If the Falcons want a chance

this weekend, they'll have to get
bodies in front of Hobey-Bakerwinning goalie Ryan Miller.
Playing in the crease is something the Falcons have failed at

USG pushes for more
weekend library hours
By lason Malone
IHt BG *t*S

With Spring Break near, the
Undergraduate
Student
Government finished the first
half of the spring semesler with
an involved debate about a bill to
increase library hours.
Bill 01-02-04. which was proposed by Senator at Large Nick
Froslear, called for the extension
of lerome Library hours on the
weekend. This biU is also in support of the Graduate Student
Senate, which recently passed a
bill to increase weekend library
hours. There are no specific
hours or times included in the

bill yel, those details are still
being discussed by USG. The text
of the bill said that increasing
library hours on the weekend
would "Increase academicgrowth."
A lengthy discussion arose
after a certain pan of the bill was
called into question. The bill said
that there may need to be some
compromise within the weekday
library hours if the bill was
passed.
"If we want more hours on the
weekends, we'll have to make
some sacrifices." Froslear said.
Opposition came
from
Business Administration Senator

Brian Saxon when he introduced
an amendment thai would call
for no changes on weekday
hours if the bill was passed.
"We really can't have our cake
and eal it too," Froslear said.
Senator at Urge Catanya
Elliott also responded, "I believe
the amendment is good, but it
reallv defeats the purpose of the
bill."
The amendment eventually
passed, and the amended bill
was put 10 a vote. The bill passed.
In other USG news:
•A proposal from the Latino
USB, PAGE 2

this season, but Powers thinks is
paramount in stealing games
from Miller.
"You're not gonna beat Miller
by coming down the ice and tak-

ing a shot," Powers said. "If he
can get square to the puck he's
gonna make the save. If you want
HOCKEY, PAGE 2
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Roles at
Hunger
Banquet
reversed
By Kara Hull
tMt BG NEWS

How do you combat world
hunger?
By having a banquet of
course.
Hungry students and members ol the Bowling I Ireencom
munity will gathei tonight from
6:30 to 830 p.m. in the Lenharl
Grand Ballroom loi the Hungei
Banquet, presented by the
Honors Program.
According to Torrance Powell.
Honors Program Assistant,
tonight's events will attempt to
increase the overall awareness
of the facts about world hunger
and related issues
The banquet, expected to
draw 250 to 31)0 people, will feature a demonstration on the
unequal distribution of food
throughout the world
When the banquet was last
held four years ago, participants
were given c aids directing them
where 10 sit as the came to the
door. These cards divided participants into upper, middle
and lowei 01 Third World class
es.
Senior Zack Bastoky, participant in the last Hungei
Banquet, was initially assigned
to the middle class and was
enjoying his meal when he was
moved to the lower class.
"This was lo show that some
people could easily lose theii
jobs and move down lo the
lower class," Bastoky said.
It is estimated thai the world
produces enough grain and
other commonly eaten foods ti 1
provide at least 4.3 pounds of
food per person each day.
Even though resources are
abundant worldwide, it is estimated that 786 million people
have inadequate access to food.
"I want students lo leave with
a very good understanding of
how well we have it here in the
United States." said Powell.
"Even the poor here are much
better off than those in other
countries."
In the United States alone
however, it is estimated thai 30
million people do not receive
adequate nutrition.
Tonight's event marks the
second time the Honors
Program has sponsored such an
event. However, various groups
on campus have presented
such activities, including the
Chapman
learning
HUNGER,PAGE 2

Police hunt robbery suspect
IHt BG N(*S

The Bowling Green Police
Department reported yesterday
thai they still have no leads as to
the identity or whereabouts
of the person who robbed
the Key Bank on South Main
Street Dec. 18.
Other units were notified of
the robbery and posted signs
requesting information calls,
including the FBI and Wood
County Sheriffs department.
"After releasing what we did
know about the suspect, we got
next to no calls from anybody
who had any information," said
Lt. Ken Fortneyof the BGPD.
According to the bank teller at
the lime, the suspect was a white
male about 6-foot tall, in his
mid-20s, with a light complexion
and possible dyed blonde hair,
wearing sunglasses and a black

stocking cap.
According to police reports,
the man paced the bank lobby
for a brief period before handing
the bank teller a note demanding money from the drawer. He
fled westbound from the bank.
Police arrived on the scene
moments later but the suspect
had already fled.
Police are hoping that by getting information out the subject
again will gamer more information, since the robbery took
place ihe week before winter
break, when many students had
already left for home.
"We're kind of al a loss right
now as to the identity of the suspect," Fortney said.
Anyone with any information
on the suspected robber is
encouraged to call the BGPD or
Crimestoppers line at 352-0077.

&*%*

Photos PTOided

HOLD UP: Police are still looking for this man, who held up
Key Bank Dec. 18.
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Bragg encourages
people to join USG
USG, FROM PAGE 1
Issues Conference Commiltee
was removed from ihe agenda
due to lack of information. The
proposal, which called for financial support from the USG to the
Eighth Annual Latino Issues
Conference, was removed and
will be taken back to the
Committee for further information.

•Resolution 01-02-11 was
passed. The resolution called for
support of The National
Panhellic Council. The NPHC

has asked the USG for support to
build a monument which would
"represent campus diversity"
and "honor those involved."
•USG President Ion Bragg
called for people to apply for
USG positions.
"We have had people talking
about what we are doing good
and we have had people talking
about what we are doing bad,"
Bragg said. "In response to that, I
challenge people to run for a
position in the USG, and hopefully be able to make a difference."

BG icers look past
underdog status
HOCKEY. FROM PAGE 1
to score goals you've got to be
willing to play (in front of
Miller)."
The problem with that theory
is that, with the exception of 6foot-2-inch, 215-pound sophomore link Eaton, no Kalcon forward has the size or invulnerability to stand in from of Miller
with a big defenseman jabbing
him in the back.

Of course, even if the Falcons
do get traffic in front of Miller
and play flawless defense, history could still deny them the
upset. Michigan State hasn't lost
a home playoff series since joining the CCHA in the 1981-82 season.
But still, there is one thing to
remember when they drop the
puck Friday: The Spartans are
not invincible.

States consider banning cell
phone use behind the wheel
By James Hannah
IHE ASSOCimt) PRESS

DAYTON, Ohio — Many states
over the past year have considered banning the use of handheld cellular phones while driving, but so far only one — New
York — has taken that step.
More than 2,000 tickets have
been issued since the ban took
effect Nov. 1 and at least 20 states
have begun tracking cell phone
involvement in traffic accidents,
according to the National
Conference of State Legislatures.
Even so, states may be reluctant to single out cell phones,
which business people on the go
consider essential, said conference spokesman Bill Wyart.
"State legislatures are looking
at it within the bigger picture,"
Wyart said. "Are cell phones the
only problem? How different is
using a cell phone while driving
than putting on your makeup or
tuning the radio?"
last year, cell phone legislation was introduced in 43 slates,
35 of them calling for an outright
ban on the use of hand-held cell
phones while driving.
Some safety advocates believe
the legislation has been stalled
by powerful cell phone lobbyists,
Patricia Pena's 2-year-old
daughter Morgan Lee Pena was
killed in 1999 when a driver dial-

ing a cell phone ran a stop sign
and hit the car the mother was
driving in Pennsylvania.
She said many lawmakers
don't bother to research the issue
themselves and the cell phone
industry has convinced them
that bans are unnecessary.
"They hire lobbyists to cover
every state capital in the nation
and put on the pressure," said
Pena, of Perkasie, Pa. "The
telecommunications lobby is
huge, powerful and has lots and
lots of money."
Travis Larson, spokesman for
the Washington-based Cellular
Telecommunications & Internet
Association, said his group does
not lobby at the slate level.
However, he said the association
supplies information to cell
phone companies that do.
In 1999, the Cleveland suburb
of Brooklyn became the first
community in the country to
ban the use of hand-held cell
phones bydrivers. Brooklyn fines
drivers $35 for a first offense, with
a possible $100 fine for a second
offense.
Brooklyn Patrolman Rich
Hovan, who wrote the first of
what now totals 650 cell phone
tickets in the city, jots Ihe initials
of Morgan Lee Pena on tickets
and gives each motorist a photo
of the girl.

The Associated Press

TICKETS: Patrolman Rich Hovan, head of the Brooklyn, Ohio,
police department's traffic division, wrote the first of what now
totals 650 cell phone tickets in the city.
"They always have an excuse
about why they use the phone,"
Hovan said. "I ask them, 'Would
you accept that as an excuse if
somebody killed your daughter?'
I haven't had anyone tell me
Yeah.'"
Brooklyn is among at least 14
communities around the country that have restricted the use of
cell phones by drivers, according

10 the state legislature conference. A statewide ban for Ohio
was
introduced
in
Ihe
Legislature last year but is languishing in committee.
A few states have adopted lesser restrictions. Arizona and
Massachusetts ban school bus
drivers from using cell phones
while driving.

Banquet illustrates Graduate students rally for unionization
world malnutrition
UNION, FROM PAGE 1

HUNGER, FROM PAGE 1
Community.
: "(The Hunger Banquet)
rnakes world hunger real on a
small scale about what people

go through in dealing with
hunger," said leannie Ludlow,
American Culture Studies professor. "They (participants) will
get to experience just for a few
minutes what it is like."

endorses is comparable to thai of
other universities, according to
Kaplan. If the SI IS hears of a plan
that is better al another university, il will invite the company to
offer a bid. The University goes
out for bids on the health plan
every couple of years.
Graduate students do have the

option to purchase private
health insurance plans, but on
average they cost between
$2,000 to $3,000 a year and still
do not cover everything. Daniel
said that while graduate students
can purchase these plans, often
they would not be able lo afford
ihe private plans.
If graduate students do unionize and receive faculty:level

health care, ihe cost of health
care per graduate student would
be $2,400. Kaplan would not
directly comment on the effect il
would have on the University if
this happened, but it would cost
the University because of the difference between the two health
plans. A portion of the coverage
for the faculty is covered by ihe

University, but not for graduate
student coverage.
Those interested in graduate
student issues and Organize
Bowling Green can go to an
informational meeting March 27
at 5:30pm with Ihe location to be
announced. For more information feel free to e-mail
obgnow@yahoo.com.

University Bookstore
Wewil
be here!
517E.jtF.ED • At Thuratin. One Bedroom. I Bath, Furnished or
Unfurnished School Year Two Person Rate - $540.00
One Year Two Person Rate - $450 00
5_2UJiERRX- Close 10 OITenhauer. Furnished one bath
School Year TYro Person Rate - $685 00
One Year Two Person Rate $570 00
451 THURSTIN Across from OITenhaiier. Furnished Edlclencles
with full bath.
School Year- One Person Rate- $380 00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $340.00.
505 CLOUGH - Campus Manor Two Bedroom Furnished One Bath
Plus Vanity School Year - Two Persoh Rate - $650.00
One Year TWo Person Rate • $560.00
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Fum. or Unfum.
School Year One Person Rate - $420.00
One Year - One Person Rale - $370.00
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year ■ One Person Rate - $420 00
One Year One Person Rate - $365 00
707.711,715. 719,723.727 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year • Furnished - One Person - $395.00
One Year Furnished One Person - $35000
402 HIGH Two Bedrooms. I Bath. Furn. or Unfum.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $590 00
One Year Furnished • Two Person - $475.00
aZSJUUJD. One Bedroom Furnished. I Bath,
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year, One Person Rale - $400.00
701 FOURTH TVo Bedroom Furnished. 1 Bath Plus Vanity in BR.
School Year - Two Person Rate • $620.00
One Year • Two Person Rate • $520 00
649 SIXTH TWO Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Vanlly in Hall.
School Year-Furnished - Two Person Rate - $560.00
One Year-Fumlshed - Two Person Rate - $47rt.O0
707 SIXTH Two Bedrooms. 1 BalhrVanlly In Hall
School Year Fur(Hshed • TVo Person Rale $545.00
One Year - Fumuhcd - Two Person Rate - $460.00
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom. Dishwasher. I Bath Plus Vanity
School Year - Furnished • Two Person Rale $610 00
One Year ■ Furnished - Two Person Rate - $510.00
840 850 SIXTH - Rock ledge Manor.
Two Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths. Dishwashers
School Year Furnished Two Person Rate - $640 00
One Year Furnished Two Person Rate • $530 00
aiLEICJUH-TWo Bedroom Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year Two Person Rate- $550.00
One Year Two Person Rate-$470.00
784 S, Calktt - Cambridge Commons Two Bedroom Unfurnished.
I \U Baths. Dishwashers School Year Two Person Rate - $640 00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530.00
We hare many other units available Slop in the Dental
Office for a complete brochure.

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office 354-2260
F«!
* Your Convenience We Are Located
At 319 E, Wooster Street.
TacoBell

New and Expanded
Selections
•CDs and DVDs
•Software
• Clothing/Apparel
•Electronics
•Information Desk
•Largest selection
of art supplies
THE PEREGRINE SHOP
BEGINNING MARCH 18TH
NEW HOURS:
SUN-TH 10-MIDNIGHT
FRI& SAT 10-7

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
EXTENDED HOURS
M-TH 8-7
FRI 8-5
SAT 10-4
SUN 1-4

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
BOWEN- THOMPSON STUDENT UNION
!

J
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USG INFORMATION NIGHT
Anybody interested in running for the Undergraduate
Student Government can come to one of two information nights on election guidelines: Wednesday, March
6 at 8:30 p.m. in 213 Olscamp Hall or Thursday, March
7 at 7 p.m. in 121 Olscamp. For more information,
contact the USG office at 372-8116.

LOCAL

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
TODAY:
8am -6 p in
MODERN MOVEMENTS IN
PRINTMAKING, PAINTING.
AND PHOTOGRAPHY. An
exhibition by members ol
the 2-DAA Student Art
Organization including
works by Justin Behnken.
John Reddmgton, Marcie
Warner, Hether lohnston.
Liz Mearkle. Keith Slaby.
Julie Prenoveau and Tony
Hix.
Student Union Art Gallery
8:30 a m. - 4 p.m.
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROGRAMS JOB FAIR
Sponsored by
Environmental Programs.
For more information, call
372-7158.
Wl Olscamp Halt
10 am. -4 p.m
ANNUAL UNDERGRADUATE
ART t DESIGN EXHIBITIONS, A |uned selection ol
art in all media by students in the BGSU School
ol Art Many ol these lively
works are lor sale.
Dowthy Uber Bryan S
Williard Wankelman
Galleries

10am. -4 p.m.
DANCE MARATHON SHORTS
SALE, Alpha Phi Omega
will be sponsoring the
shorts sale and the benefits will go to Dance
Marathon.
Student Union Lobby
10 a.m. -3 p.m.
SCRUB PANT SALE Phi
Kappa Tau will be selling
scrub pants as a fundraiser for Dance Marathon
Student Union Lobby
11 am. -1 p.m.
AIR FORCE ROTC
RECRUITING TABLE, The
Air Force ROTC will have a
table set for recruiting
information.
Student Union
11 a.m. - 4 p.m
BOOK SCHOLARSHIP
FUNDRAISER. Dance
Maralhon is selling book
scholarships as a
fundraiser.
Student Union Lobby

11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
UPS RECRUITING TABLE,
UPS conducting interviews
Day shifts and night shifts
available

BG NEWS

4 pm.
WOMEN'S JOURNALING
GROUP. Explore the possibilities of journahng to
unlock your creativity and
perhaps get to know yourself better. All women welcome! Meets every
Tuesday
The Women's Center, 107
Hanna Hall
6:30 p.m, - 8:30 p.m.
GIRL SCOUT COOKIES, A
table will be set for Girt
Scout Troop Mo. 381, where
they will be selling girl
scout cookies.
Student Union Lobby
6:30 p.m. - 8 p.m
HUNGER BANQUET The
Honors Department is
sponsoring the event For
more information please
contact Torrance Powell at
372-8506.
Lenhart Ballroom
7 p.m.
MARK DION. INSTALLATION
AND MIXED MEDIA ARTIST,
He will be giving a public
lecture.

Student Union Theater

Career Services Room 300

Thank You to Our
Sponsors For Making
fr'

m\Mm

DACS: JEFFREY ST0LET,
THE 0ACS (Digital Arts
Concert series) continues
with a performance by
composer/multimedia
artist Jeffrey Stole!
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center
8 p.m.
MARS QUEST, Explore the
Red Planet. A $1 donation

is suggested
Planetarium
8 p.m. -10 p.m.
CAFE ENTERTAINMENT,
Open Mic, UAO Presents:
Cafe Entertainment
Starring you! Come and
showcase your talents, as
well as enjoy live poetry,
live music, and comedy.
Carnation Cate and Bakery
COMMUNITY
COLLABORATIVE NETWORK
EVENT, The BGSU Student
Council on Family
Relations is sponsoring the
event. Community professionals have been invited
to network and develop
professionally, specifically
related to career development.
Student Union

Thanks to You:
Sponsored by:
The Wellness Connection,
Student Health Service,
Recreational Sports,
I (At, Vice President for
Student Affairs, FADE,
Alumni and Government
Affairs, USG, Center for
Multicultural and
Academic Initiatives,
University Ambasadors,
VISION, Student Legal
Services, Office of
Residence Life Special
Programs, Panhellinic
Council, Interfraternity
Council, Latino Student
Union, Greek
Independent Board,
ODADAS & GAMMA.

-X.'V*'
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Such A Big Success

BRIEFING

8 p.m.

University alumnus
to speak about
CBS experiences
CBS News correspondent
Steve Hartman will speak at
7:30 p.m. Tuesday, March 19 in
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
of the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union. Admission is
free and open to the public.
Hartman, an alumnus of the
Department of loumalism at
the University, is best known
for his segment "Everybody
Has a Story," in which he tosses a dart at a map of the country, travels to the place where
the dart lands and chooses a
person at random from the
local phone book to interview.
The reports, broadcast on the
"CBS Evening News with Dan
Rather," "The Early Show" and
"The Saturday CBS Evening
News," have earned Hartman
several journalism awards,
including an Alfred I. DuPontColumbia University Award, a
Peabody Award and an Emmy
Award for writing.
Hartman got his start in
journalism at VVTOL in Toledo,
his hometown, as a news
intern and general assignment
reporter. He went on to work
for KSTP in Minneapolis,
WABC in New York and KCBS
in Los Angeles.
For more information about
this event, please call the
Department of Journalism at

372-2076 or visit the web site
at http://www.bgsu.edu/
departments/journalism/hart
man.html.

Author tells uplifting
story about mother
Best selling author and
alumna Terry Ryan, who has
received enormous popular
and critical acclaim for her
book, will share the uplifting
story of her mother and of an
era of bygone small-town
America. With nothing more
than a high-school education,
Evelyn Ryan managed to write
her way out of poverty and
raise 10 children in the
process. She used her knack
for words and unerring sense
of humor to win countless
contests of verbal skill in the
1950s and 1960s. Evelyn Ryan's
approach to winning was
based on a combination of
research, creativity, and an
attitude that invited miracles.
Terry Ryan will have an
informal discussion during
lunch (a S7.95 soup and salad
buffet) beginning at noon in
room 288 of the Student
Union. Those with an active
food account may use debit
cards. All who wish to attend
the lecture only at 12:30 p.m.
are welcome. Classes and
groups are invited to attend.
I'or reservations contact the
College of Arts & Sciences

office at 372-9606 or
nijhittfbgnet.bgsu.edu. All
reservations must be made by
Monday. March IB, and
should include the attendee's
University ID number, if
appropriate. Any missed or
canceled reservation will be
billed to that person's bursar
account.

Author to give talk
about silence,
environmental abuse
After surviving a childhood
of physical, sexual and emotional abuse at the hands of
his father, Derrick Jensen uses
his experiences to illustrate
lite patterns of silencing that
allow these kinds of horrors
and the horrors of environmental devastation to continue. In his book, "A Language
Older Than Words" (available
for purchase at the University
Bookstore), lensen uses riveting examples to explore a vast
number of environmental
abuses and atrocities that we
continue to silence, and thus
condone in our contemporary
world.
lensen will give his lecture,
"Speaking Silencings:
Environmental Devastation,
Abuses, and Atrocities," on
April 24 at 7 p.m. in room 228
of the Student Union. The
event is sponsored is by the
Environmental Action Group.

A KAPPA DELTA f*
WOULD LIKE TO THANK OUR SPONSORS FOR JAIL-N-BAIL
WE COULDN'T HAVE DONE IT WITHOUT YOU!
Varsity Lanes
Domino's Pizza
Godfrey's Family Restaurant
Newlove Realty
Pepsi
Changing Times Salon
Tanning Center
Extreme Tattoo
Junction Bar and Grill
On the Edge Tattoo
Klever's jexvelry
Finders Records and Tapes
For Keeps
Cosmo's Coffeehouse
AtoZ Data Center
SBX
Chrysalis Women's Fitness Center
Big Boy Family Restaurant
Pisanello's Pizza
jimmyI Johns
Jo'
The Apple Tree
Grounds for Thought
BGSU and Bowling Green Community
Vie BGNeivs
Java Supreme
Kappa Delta, Beta Mu Alumnae
Buggy Whip Cookies and Cakes
Our parents and Families
Al-Mar Lanes
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kappa Alpha Order
OVER $3,600 WAS RAISED FOR THE PREVENTION OF CHILD ABUSE!

THANK YOU!

Get Back
on Course!
This summer, you can get back on track with
a transfer course at Edison Community College
in Piqua. Choose from 100 popular transfer
classes including calculus, humanities, and
psychology. Registration starts April 8.
But your priority registration is:

March 11-15
Set your June 17 summer classes now! Plan to
catch up on your studies or get ahead for fall.
Check our "online courses" on the Edison
website at www.edisonohio.edu. Also, sign up
for a certificate for a free, three-credit hour class.
We want to rush you a summer schedule.
Phone toll free:
1-800-922-3722, ext. 318
or e-mail:
info@edison.cc.oh.us

Dance Marathon 2002
Gavel and BG News Special Sections
Deadline: Monday, March 18

'

COMMUNITY
coulee

n

A

Your Next Step...To Getting Ahead

For advertising information call 372-2605
or stop in to 204 West Hall
20% of the proceeds
donated to Dance Marathon

1
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OPINION

"I have not lied to the Congress
or anyone else about my recollection
of events when I was at Enron."
Former chief executive officer IHTREY SKUJJNG,
during congressional hearings on Enron's collapse

si \ii: r.
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Underground goVt carft be checked
The strains of war must have
impaired the president's judgment. Few other explanations
suffice to justify the establishment of a top-secret backup government
News broke late last week of
the creation of the Bush administration's "shadow government,"
or Continuity of Operations Plan,
designed to ensure the survival of
the federal government in the
event of a devastating nuclear

YOU DECIDE
Should the government be
allowed to create a shadow
government?
Go lo www.bgnews.com/opinion
ro respond. Results will be
updated frequently.
attack.
Bush approved the scheme
shortly after Sept. 11 in order to
confront heightened fears of
nuclear weapons falling into the

hands of terrorist organizations.
We now know approximately 100
civil servants from the executive
branch spend 24 hours a day
working in two undisclosed locations on the East Coast.
The plan came as a surprise to
senior legislative officials. The
absence of input from the legislative branch appears intentional
since, according to administration officials, the 100 "civilian
managers" came from every

Cabinet department and some
independent agencies.
One of the many red flags
raised by the revelation of this
underground
government
remains the absence of any
checks and balances. Without
contributions from the other two
branches, Democrats or the
press, the COG could pass for an
executive branch baseball team
before it passes for a legitimate
government of the people.

The benefits Vice President
Dick Cheney enjoys (as the head
of the COG) —no Freedom of
Information
Act,
General
Accounting Office or reporters to
question his actions— will make
his tasks simpler. However, these
watch dog institutions serve an
integral purpose that should continue in the event of the demise of
our "real" government.
Like so much of the wartime
rhetoric issued from the White

House since September, the justification for the creation of the
COG around the president's
intent to look out for Americans
best interests.
This is a hollow solution void
of any of the central characteristics — including openness and
responsibility — of what makes
our government work. In the
event of a nuclear holocaust, we
would be left with a poor replica
of the original.

STTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE Best and worst
of the Grammys
Men and
women equal
but different
standing in the equal rights
debate. Yes, men naturally want
to conquer the world, and this
has produced so many problems,
but we need this in the military.
And the military in America is
subject to an elected President.
For the rest of society, at the heart
of the matter, since men and
women kind of look the same,
why can't they be the same? It's
just that one has extra biologically complexity and the other has a
deep, profound, Einstein type of
thought pattern. Where would
men be without women's quick
thinking and binary rationales?
Maybe I'm being too basic, but
the sperm naturally seeks the egg
in the same way the light seeks
the earth. I bet Einstein never

dreamed of the photochemical
reactions involved in that primordial instinct! Women and
Men are equal — just in different
ways and in the larger scheme of
things. Only together can we create life in more ways than one.
DAVID HISE
Student

Universities
underfunded
in Ohio
We are writing to commend
the students of Ohio's public universities and colleges. Last week
thousands of students throughout the state demonstrated true
leadership, impressive organization and steadfast commitment
to Ohio's future. Led by
Undergraduate
Student
Government, these students sent
Governor Bob Taft more than
50,000 postcards with an unfor-

gettable message: Ohio is failing
to adequately fund and invest in
higher education. Currently Ohio
ranks 40th in aid to higher education and we have the eighth highest tuition rates in the country.
This is a recipe for future ecothings around. We can no longer
afford to balance the state budget
on the backs of students and their
parents. This November, Ohio
voters will have the opportunity
to elect new leadership in
Columbus — including a new
Governor and Lt. Governor. We
encourage all eligible Ohioans to
register now and vote in the primary on May 7 and in the general election on Nov. 5. Together we
can make higher education a top
priority. Together we can once
again make Ohio a great and
thriving state.

Unlicensed Humorologist
The word "marathon" comes
from the Greek battlefield of the
same name.When the Athenians
defeated the Persians, at
Marathon, a Greek soldier ran
back to Athens (a distance of
26.3 miles) to proclaim the city's
triumph over Persia. He collapsed, and said with his last
breath, "Nike." This is the Greek
word for "victory," and the
Vietnamese word for "elementary school." Had the Battle of
Marathon happened today, the
Athenian warrior might have
died right after shouting "Bye
Bye Bye."
This history lesson reminds us
of a time when music and
marathon running were quite
separate. There was also a time
when music and good taste were
one in the same. But Satan persuaded Viacom to establish MTV
industry. Long story short, MTV
garnered enough power to influence some of the worst music in
the past five years, also known as
"pop music" Uttering the
names of these God-awful bands
would only draw attention to
them. If you're under the MTV
spell, you are probably familiar
with them anyways.

Having said this (and here's
where the first paragraph makes
sense). BG's most coveted annual event invokes such music to
raise money for an unrelated,
generous cause: the Children's
Miracle Network. As much as 1
want to see children recover
from unfortunate illness and
enjoy full lives,! couldn't stand to
raise one of my own in a world
where la Rule is more popular
than Grand Funk Railroad
How could anyone dance to
such substandard music for a
day and a half? I cringe at those
"Now That's What I Call Music"
CD commercials I'd love to help
the children (although I have a
knack for making them cry), but
churning out mindless dance
moves to O-Town isn't the
answer. Maybe these hundreds
of students should do the
famous (and catchy) "Hamster
Dance," a pinnacle of greatness
among mindless websites. Even
better, why not have a Super
Smash Brothers Melee
repetitive dancers will have had
their fill of "It's My Life," but a
Gamecube-a-thon would have
hours of variation. Nothing says
"Think of the children!" more
than the thought of Link bitch
slapping Zelda for 32 consecutive hours. That would be a great
way to raise money: by sending
Pikachu to its watery grave all

Should graduate
assistants receive the
same health benefits
as full-time faculty?

CRAIG LESLIE

GRADUATE STUDENT
"If they get the benefits, they should do
the same amount of
work."

TIM HAGAN
Democratic Candidate lot Governor
CHARLETATAVARES
Democratic Candidate lor LI. Governor

Dancing is of the Devil
MATT
SUSSMAN

ON THE STREET

weekend. Cartoon violence is a
great way of cheering up little
children; Aaron Carter (or Aaron
Lewis) isn't.
We all know the concerns that
today's pop stars give bad messages to kids. I'm not concerned
about the messages. Come to
think of it, there shouldn't be any
messages, period. Music videos
contribute nothing to the creative mind. All you need is an
imagination and a good song.
Don't get me wrong, there is
actually a lot of quality music
released in the past few years, it's
just that none of it can be found
on MTV For example, I heard
Stone Temple Pilots' "Sour Girl,"
and I got this impression of a
horrible relationship. Then I saw
the. music video, and it was
about Sarah Michelle Cellar
dying. Now who will slay the
vampires that inhabit the WB.
So you see, today's music no
l,,iUI..I rnntainc minri-hlnwinp
guitar riffs or memorable instrumental breaks. They're mainly
three-minute moments in your
life that could be overlooked if
you blinked. But on March 23,
when I listen to a weekend's
worth ofVan Halen and Styx, I
will be praying that little Timmy
and little Sally recover from their
case of N'SYN-drome.

LISA SHODA

SENIOR
"Yes, because I want
to pass my classes."

NIKKI LENKE
JUNIOR

"This wouldn't be an
issue if health care
werefree."

Di BOROQUE

SENIOR
"Well, yeah, if they are
employees of the
University they should
get what they
deserve."

DAVID
JOHNSON
The world according to DJ
ing that a night of the best
musicians of our times getting
together and performing. But
obviously, when celebrities
congregate, expectations are
much too high, and there is
nothing that our singers can do
to grasp on to these opportunities. So I have gathered what I
felt to be the nine most striking
things from the Grammys,
No. 9: Alicia Keys definitely
was going for the Spanish/hiphop feel with her performance
of "Fallin'- and a remix of "A
Woman's Worth." She finally
got off of her piano bench for
the latter to salsa-dance while
interpreting the song with the
lyrics, "throw ya' hands up" as
often as possible. Her dancemate looked scary, though.
And someone needs to tell
Alicia how to cut her acceptance speech down. Who is
Krucial Keys, anyways?
No. 8: Boring performances
littered the awards ceremony
for the second straight year.
Dave Matthews Band deserved
a Grammy for its platinum
album, everyday, but they lost
their bids to the boys from
Ireland in every category. So in
retaliation, they performed the
most boring version of their
song "The Space Between"
untouched. Sigh. And Bob
Dylan sucks.
No. 7: At first, lustin and the
Pips performed some
whacked-up version of "Gone,"
and we thought they were
done. Yet, they weren't... the
boy band followed that performance with "Girlfriend," the
lousiest single the group has
ever released. Not only that,
but 'N'Sync decided to coDaborate with Nelly for the song,
making the previously crappy
song worse than ever. All
together, the newer kids on the
block and the hip-hopster from
St. Louis took home a total of
zero Grammys. 1 guess lustin
and Britney would have to find
other reasons to celebrate that
night.
No. 6: Commercial icons
Destiny's Child performing a
song in Spanish is something 1
would never expect to see. The
trio was impressive, but repulsive seems to be more of a fitting word. However, I bet you
their collaborator, Latin
Grammy Award winner
Alejandro Sanz, was having the

Submission policy
Do you agree with all of this? We
doubt it Write us and let us krew
where you stand
I
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time of his life. But don't worry
... he had his ugly guitar to
cover for it.
No. 5: The girls of the Moulin
Rouge were in full showing at
their clothes they were showing. Though they started in
bathrobes, they ended in basically nothing. Poor Mya is the
only one who actually looked
respectable, but we can't say
much for her counterparts.
Pink, for example, "made me
sick"... she looked utterly gross.
Thank God Missy rocked the
house as usual in style. Even
more, the original Parti Labelle
outshined the five of them put
together. Fully clothed, Patti
made the whores look more
like worthless extra sluts...
No. 4: Album of the Year
nominee India Arie went home
with absolutely nothing. No
Grammy, no recognition, no
smiles. She didn't seem like all
that to me, so I'm writing nothing more about her.
No. 3: The weirdest thing of
the night was when Academy
President Michael Greene
approached the column and
told us what bad people we
were for pirating music from
the Internet I suppose I should
feel bad for doing it. Oh. dam...
No. 2; With only the backing
of guitarist Steve Vai, Nelly
Furtado finally did a beautiful
soulful rendition of that really
weird song, "I'm Like a Bird."
But our northern neighbors
had little to be proud of.
Presenter and Canadian Celine
Dion has fallen out of the
music business, and that came
to show when she came on
stage with Stevie Wonder looking like a dead flower. There
was nothing uplifting about
her dress at all, "and that's the
way it is." And best of all,
enough can't be said about my
favorite performance of the
night, "No More Drama" by
Mary). Blige. If the Grammys
had ever tost the fervor that
made it an award ceremony,
then Blige restored it. Except I
swore she was going to have a
seizure during the song's
bridge. She almost lost it on
stage as pictures of P. Diddy
and Mariah Carey popped on
the screen. I would have lost it,
too They are the Grammys. To
quote DMX "you love'em" or
"you hate'em." That's that' And
now that I am done, I'm going
to go download that new Brad
Paisley song off of Napster and
share it with the world.
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Widow wants Cuba to return
husband's remains to Toledo
!H! »SS0CI«IE0 PRESS

TOLEDO. Ohio —The widow
of an American who was pan of
Fidel Castro's Cuban guerrilla
army has asked thai his remains
be relumed lo his hometown.
"This is where he belongs,"
said Olga Goodwin, who also
fought in the Cuban revolution
but was later imprisoned.
Her
husband,
William
Morgan, was executed by a
Cuban firing squad in 1961 at
age 33.
A year earlier he had been
hailed as a hero of the revolt that
put Castro in power. Morgan was
known
as the "Yanqui
Comandantc" and was promoted to major, the highest rank to
be given a non -Cuban in Castro's
forces.
After the war he was mobbed
on (he streets of Havana by people wanting his autograph.
"He was like a rock star,"
Enrique Encinosa, a Cuban
author who met Morgan in the
summer of 1959, told The Blade
in a three-part series that began
Sunday. "He had that joking,
light-hearted demeanor and he
was very tough, very Cuban in
his attitude."
But after the revolution,
Morgan began criticizing the
direction of Castro and his government. He spoke out against
Communism and openly questioned why Castro was courting
leaders in the Soviet Union.
Castro began a crackdown
against government dissidents
and had several of Morgans former fighters arrested. The Cuban
government arrested Morgan on
Oct. 17, 1960, accusing him of
being a spy and operative for
"foreign interests."
U.S. State Department and
FBI documents that have since
been declassified contain no evidence that Morgan was associated with the CIA as the Cubans
had said. The Blade reported.
Morgan was charged with
state treason and faced execution even though records show
the allegations would have
drawn only a nine-year sentence
under Cuban law, the newspaper said.
His wife also was convicted in
1961. She was arrested two days
after his death and spent \2
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THE BLOTTER
CITY POLICE
FRIDAY:
Sarah Quickel. ?1, Columbus, was
cited lor failure to yield tight of way
at a stop sign

The Associated Press

years in Cuban prisons
Years after her release, she was
given permission to join the
refugees who migrated to the
United States in 1980. By the following year, she was livin|; in
Toledo.
"I wanted to be here because
of William," said Goodwin, 65.
"Ever since 1 was in prison in
Cuba. 1 wanted to be here."
Morgan's remains are in a
cemetery in Havanna
Goodwin said she had not
received an answer to her
request from the Cuban
Interests Section within the
Swiss embassy in Washirifgion
but will continue asking the
Castro government for a resolution.
Luis Fernandez, a Cuban press
attache, said such requests have
been granted.
But when told by The Blade of
the request from Morgan's
widow, he declined comment,
referring all questions to the
Cuban
consulate
office.
Messages left at the consulate
were not relumed.
"This is the last thing the
Cuban government wants," said
Eloy Gutierrez Menoyo, 68, who
fought with Morgan. "Cuba

doesn't want to relive that memory. Ifs not a good time."
People
who remember
Morgan said he had a troubled
youth.
"He was restless, always restless," said his sister, Carroll
Costain, of Toledo. "He couldn't
stay in one place too long.... One
minute he's gone, and the next
thing he's fighting in the Cuban
revolution."
By the time he was 16, he had
run away three times and was
arrested on a charge of grand larceny. Records show he was asked
to leave one Toledo high school
and attended two more, spending less than three months in
each.
He joined the Army in 1946
and went absent without leave
one year later, shortly after being
transferred to Japan. He was
court-martialed and sentenced
to three months al hard labor
but overpowered a guard and
escaped a month later.
Morgan was caught and sentenced to five years at Camp
Cook. Calif.
He returned to Toledo and
eventually drifted to Florida and
then to Cuba, where he met and
married Goodwin, his third wife.

SATURDAY:
leffrey Karrei, ??, Lehman Ave, was
cited for wanton disregard of public
safety

Mary Konesky. 40, Pemberville. was
cited tot speed and failure to assure
clear distance in a traffic accident at
the intersection of Buttonwood and
West Wcoster St

Christopher Wilde. 19, Milan, was
cited for disorderly conduct while
intoxicated and underage corsumption of alcohol

A 16-year-old was arrested Friday
afternoon on a warrant for probation
violation

David Molnar. ?7, larch Ct. was cited
for driving under the influence and
not using headlights

Natascha Otnelas. 19. Turnberrry Cl.
was cited for assured clear distance
in a traffic accident at the intersection of Napoleon Rd. and South Main
St.

Sarah Madoff, ?3, Maumee, was
cited tor driving under the influence
and lanes of travel

Bette Blair, SI, Liberty St, was cited
for improper backing in a traffic accident at the intersection of Scott

CUBAN REVOLUTION: William Morgan, first from right, marches
arm-in-arm with Fidel Castro, far left, and Che Guevara, third
from left, in this March 5,1960 photo.

Hamilton Or an d South College Or

Nathan Franck, 20, Shreve, was cited
for falsification, underage consumption of alcohol and disorderly conduct
while intoxicated.

SUNDAY:
Julie Partin. 36, Eighth St., was cited
for assured clear distance in a baffii
accident at the intersection of South
Main St and Napoleon Rd.
Rodney Wichman. 36. Wcston. was
cited for expired registration
Michelle Jeavons, 22, South Prospect
Rd . was cited foi not stopping at a
mil light
William Skoog. 51, Lafayette Rd. was
cited for willful disregard for public
safely.
Abigail Lybaiger. 24. Sixth St., was
cited lor driving under suspension.
Kara Hoernemann, BGSU address,
was cited for failure to yield right of
way at a stop sign in a traffic accident at the intersection of Mercer and
Alumni Or.

Fake anthrax mailing suspect
to represent himself in court
public defender who attended
yesterdays hearing be his standCINCINNATI — A man sus- by lawyer. She will takeover il the
pected of mailing fake anthrax judge decides thai Isnecessarj
Uvhei also ili layed Was
letters lo abortion clinics nationwide can represent himself trial from March 11 until April It
against charges filed alter he was lo give him time to prepare,
Waagner said he has a
captured in Cincinnati, a judge
knowledge ol the rules governruled yesterday.
Clayton Lee Waagner, 45, said ing federal trial procedures and
he wants to defend himself presenting evidence in courl
He said he is dctcnuini'd 10
against the firearms and slolenweapons charges because he represent himself because,
wants a chance lo speak lo the 'quite frankly, I have nothing to
lose"
jury.
Waagnei will be tried on
"It is my belief that my best
chance to win this case is before charges thai hi' possessed stolen
a jury, rather than sitting quietly guns ami a stolen cat when he
at the table," Waagner, shackled was arrested Dec 5 in sub
and clad in black-and-white Cincinnati, about HI months
striped jail attire, told U.S. after he had escaped from a jail
in Illinois while awaiting senDistrict Judge Herman Weber.
Before agreeing to let Waagner tencing on federal charges there
The Cincinnati charges are
represent
himself, Weber
warned him of the risks separate from a government
investigation on whether
involved.
Because Waagner has been Waagner mailed fake anthrax
convicted of at least three prior letters to abortion clinics nation
violent crimes, federal authori- wide. When captured. Waagnei
ties say he could receive a life was on the FBrs top-10 list of
sentence if convicted of carrying fugitives on thi-suspicion that he
firearms. He also faces a possible mailed those letters, federal officials have said
$1.5 million fine.
After his Cincinnati trial,
Waagner agreed to have Kelly
Johnson, an assistant federal Waagner likely will I*1 taken next
By lohn Nolan

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

to Philadelphia where the Investigation ol the fake anthrax letters is based, lohnson
Federal authorities have said
that Waagnei claimed responsibility for sending more th
anthrax threat letters to about
2(10 women's reproductive
heahh i linii s in October and
November.
Hie i links received envelopes
i ontaining white powder and

letters signed. "Army ol God."
The powder was nol anthrax,
authorities said.
iM'i was senteni ed Ian,
25 in Urbana, 111, to 30 years in
prison on convictions for interstate transport Of a stolen vehicle, Illegal possession ofa firearm
and the Illinois jail e
Federal authorities also have
chat ged Waagner with I tai i!. rob
n Pennsylvania an I
Virginia, a car theft in Mississippi
and possession ol a pipe bomb
InTenne
The government said Waagnei
was convicted ol aggravated
burglary in Cleveland in July
1979, attempted robbery In
Eaton in April 1992, and burglary
in Atlanta in January 1979.
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Check us out...
www. BGNews. com
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--RUN FOR USGCome to one of USG's informational nights i
Wednesday, March 6, 8:30 PM
Olscamp 213
Thursday, March 7,7:00 PM
Olscamp 121
Can't make it, or need more information? •
Contact the USG Office at 2-8116
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2002/2003 LISTING
Signing Leases NOW

uoming ror
August 16th MOVE IN

Brand New Hillsdale
1082 Fairview Ave.
2 Bdrm Apts/ 3 Bdrm Townhouses
Air ConditiorVWasher/
Dryer Hook ups
Garbage Disposal/ Dishwasher
Starting at $680/Mo + Utilities
Slo 5 by the office at

104 5 N. Main St.
tore omplete listing or
Ci ill 353-5800

_-*-~s

• Haircuts • Color. Highlights • Perms. Waxing.

""""i"" nent Inc.

Voted Best Salori in Wood County
3 Y<tfrsin 3 row!
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http://w vw.wcnet.org/-mecca'

STUDENT TRAVEL

It's YOUR tia

'it? V
•next to Mr. Spots)

BGSU Seniors
You can reap financial rewards for studying at BGSU Summer 2002

London
$318
Amsterdam $344 BUDGET HOTELS
ffjrnKlhH
Madrid
$383
Los Angeles......$278
New York.
$116
ANIGHT!!!
Las Vegas
$188

rrJ

$18

J \

Fares are round-trip from Toledo,
ions may apply TaT

Special Incentives for BGSU seniors graduating August 2002*
Get a $300 tuition rebate — "If you began os a freshman at BGSU
in Fall 1998 or later and graduate Summer 2002. you may quality.
Save $200 on residence rooms — with summer housing grants.
Apply by April 25.2002

777.0112
www.statravel.com

_^ —^ —, - B V3 ^ L-»
BowUno Oratn ■!■(• IMIvcrttty

Complete your undergraduate degree on time
For more

information on the BiG Summer Advantage In 2002
Call 372.9141 today!

KEYCODE 702fl)102
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NCAA HOOPS: RICHARDSON FILES APPEAL WITH ARKANSAS. PAGE 8

BRIEFING
Shaw named MAC
Defensive P-O-Y
CLEVELAND (AP) —Kent
Stale's Demelric Shaw was
selected as the Mid-American
Conference's lop defensive
player for the second year in a
row and Western Michigan's
Ben Reed was announced
Monday as the league's top
freshman.
Shaw, a 6-foot-3 senior
guard from Fort Worth, Texas,
was chosen the top defender
in a vote of MAC coaches.
With Shaw leading the way.
Kent State led the conference
in scoring defense (63.5 points
per game) in addition to fieldgoal percentage defense
(.411), scoring margin and
rebound margin.
Reed, a 6-3 guard, helped
the Broncos (17-10) win 10
more games than a year ago.
He averaged 14.2 points and
6.3 rebounds a game.
Joining Reed on the allfreshman team, as voted by
the league's 13 head coaches,
were: Akron's Darryl Peterson,
Turner Battle of Buffalo, Kent
State's Nate Gerwig and
Danny Horace of Miami
(Ohio).

MAC Tournament to
remain at Guncl

TUESDAY
March 5,
2002
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Gymnasts whip Air Force
Falcons now 15-1 overall
By Matthew P. Lyons
THE BC NEWS

The Bowling Green women's
gymnastics team recognized its
seniors Friday, complementing
the event with a win over the Air
Force Academy 195.65-193.15
in front of 300 appreciative fans
at
the
Eppler
Center
Gymnasium.
The Falcons move to 15-1
overall on the season and are 50 in the Mid-American
Conference.

BG started off the meet with a
48.45 and on vault, led by
sophomore Pia Sjovall with a
9.775. Sjovall was followed in
scoring by senior Marny
Oestreng with 9.75 points. Air
Force began on uneven bars
and scored 47.975 points.
BG extended its lead with a
49.175 on uneven bars, while
Air Force earned a 48.0 on vault.
Oestreng had the high score of
the event for BG with a 9.95. She
was followed by freshman Kari

Elste with 9.85 points.
At the midway point of the
meet, the Falcons built a 97.62595.975 lead over Air Force. Air
Force closed the gap on the
floor exercise, putting up a
meet-high 48.75 points. BG
picked the pace back up on the
balance beam, an event that has
troubled it this season. Junior
Ann Marie Kassouf scored 9.9
points and led the Falcons to a
48.75 score on the event.

File photo

LIME UP: The Falcons stand together at a recent home meet.

CLEVELAND (AP) — The
Mid-American Conference
announced yesterday that it
will continue to play its men's
and women's basketball
Tournaments at Gund Arena
for another four seasons.
The Tournament will be this
week at Gund for the third
year in a row. The new contract between the conference
and the company that operates the arena takes the tournament through die 2006 season.
Gund Arena, also the home
of the NBAs Cleveland
Cavaliers, will block out the
appropriate dates on the
Cavaliers' home schedule to
accommodate the conference
tournament.
A year ago, the MAC set a
tournament attendance
record with 12,172 attending
the men's championship
game between Kent State and
Miami (Ohio).

Indians
fall to
Phillies
7-6
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BG takes eighth at
MAC Championship
KKW BGSUfAICONS COM

: CINCINNATI, Ohio—The
University of Cincinnati captured its third straight win,
beating the Bowling Green
women's tennis team by a 7-0
score. The dual match was
held at the Queen City
Racquet Club Saturday
evening (March 2).
The host Bearcats improved
to 6-5 on in dual-match play
this season, while the Falcons
dropped to 1-6.
The Falcons' lone victory
on the evening came at the
top doubles flight, where the
team of senior Devon
Bissinger and Susan
Schoenberger picked up an 85 win over UC's len Capuzzi
and Khushchehr Italia.
The 'Cats captured both
remaining doubles matches,
as Leen Corneillie and
Samantha Liu teamed at the
second flight to defeat sophomores Lisa Maloney and Gaby
Coello, 8-l.BG's Jessica
lohnson, a sophomore, and
Alyson Gabel, a junior, competed at the third flight, falling
to Lyndsey Molony and
Cristina Reyes, 8-5.
In singles action, the
Bearcats won all six matchessite.

BG takes eighth at
MAC Championship
*W» BGSUFAtCONS COM

Ypsilanti, Mich. — Senior
Sarah Agnew was the top
Falcon performer Saturday in
the final day of the MidAmerican Conference
women's swimming and diving championships, hosted by
Eastern Michigan University.
Agnew brought home a
third-place finish in the 200yard breaststroke after a fifthplace showing Friday in the
100-yard breastroke. Other
notable Falcon performances
were by Alissa Davies, who
was eighth in the 100-yard
breastroke, and diver Emily
Hois who finished eighth in
the one-meter and 10th in the
three-meter dives.

file photo

ANTICIPATING AKRON: BG guard Brandon Pardon (above) and the Falcons will play Akron Thursday night at Gund Arena in the quarter-final round of the MAC Tournament after the Zips beat Western Michigan 65-56 last night.

Akron it is: WMU out
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

KALAMAZOO, Mich. —
Rashon Brown scored 31
points and David Falknor
added a career-high 30 as
Akron beat Western Michigan
90-83 in the first round of the
Mid-American Conference
Tournament last night.
Akron (10-20), the No. 11
seed, never trailed in the
game and led by as many as
24 points. The Zips raced to a
20-4 lead in the first eight
minutes.
The No. 6 seed Broncos (1713), who have averaged more
than eight 3-pointers a game,
were held to two 3-pointers
until the final minute, when
the Broncos hit three in a desperate attempt to catch up.
Anthony Kann led Western
Michigan with a career-high
22 points and 13 rebounds,
and Reggie Berry added a
career-high 18 points.
Brown, who scored a
career-high 32 points in an

overtime loss to Western last
month, shot 10-for-15 from
the field. Andy Hipsher added
13 points for the Zips, and
Darryl Peterson scored 11.
Western trimmed Akron's
lead to six with 33 seconds
left, but a free throw by
Falknor pushed the game out
of reach. Akron made 16 of its
first 19 baskets and finished
the shooting 62 percent from
the field, compared with 45
percent for the Broncos.
Akron's first ever win in
MAC
Tournament
play
advances the Zips, to face
third seed Bowling Green in
Thursday's quarterfinal at
Cleveland's Gund Arena. The
Falcons were one of the five
teams Akron beat in the regular season.

Miami 71 Buffalo 60
OXFORD, Ohio — Juby
Johnson and Chester Mason
scored 15 points apiece to
lead Miami of Ohio to a 71-60

victory over Buffalo in the
first round of the MidAmerican
Conference
Tournament last night.
Alex Shorts added 13
points and Doug Davis had
12. Eugene Seals was a perfect 3-for-3 from the field
and 4-of-4 from the line for
10 points for Miami (13-17,
10-9 MAC).
Turner Battle led Buffalo
(12-18, 7-12) with 16 points,
and Clement Smith added
12.
Each team led by five at
times in a see-saw first half,
with Miami ahead 27-26 at
halftime. A 3-pointer by
Battle to open the second
half gave Buffalo its last lead
before the RedHawks went
on a 15-2 run to lake controlDavis started the run with
a jumper and hit two 3pointers to account for
eight points while Buffalo
managed just one basket in
nearly seven minutes.

Mid-American Conference
Men's Tournament
First Round
Yesterday's results
Miami 71 Buffalo 60
Akron 90 W. Michigan 83
C Michigan 65 Ohio 56
Toledo 89 E Michigan 53
Marshall 97 N. Illinois 93
First round byes
Kent St, Ball St, BG
At Gund Arena
Quarterfinals
Thursday, March 7
Kent St vs. Marshall, noon
C Michigan vs. Toledo, 2 pm
Hall St. vs. Miami, 7 p.m
BGvs.Akron.9pjn.
Semifinals
Friday, March 8
Kent St-Marshall vs. TotedoC Michigan winner, 7 pm
Miami-Ball St winner vs.
Akron-Bowling Green winner,
9pm
Championship
Saturday, March 9
Semifinal winners, 7 pm

,

WINTER HAVEN, Fia — Pat ■,
Burrell hit a two-run homer,and rookie lav in Michaels had'
a key two- run single to help the,
Philadelphia Phillies defeat the
Cleveland Indians 7-6 yesterday.
Burrell hit a pitch from
Chuck Rnley over the wall in
left-center for his first homer
and a 3-1 lead in the third
inning
•
Michaels replaced Burrell in •
the fifth and delivered a two- ,
run single in a three-run sixth f
off Jerrod Riggan that put the r
Phillies ahead 7-4.
"Jason is swinging the bat I
well and trying to get one of '
those extra outfield spots," l
Phillies manager Iarry Bowa r
said. "Hits like that donl hurt I
his chances. That's exactly what J
we want to see."
Indians manager Charlie
Manuel said Riggan. one of the
players acquired in the deal
that sent Roberto Alomar to the
New Yoik Mets in December,
needs more work to get sharp.
The right-hander allowed three
runs, four hits and walked three »
in 12/3 innings.
"He's a Little off right now," J
Manuel said He has to pitch. .
He's not quite there with his J
fastball or breaking ball
"Rnley pitched good, he *
might be a little ahead of where •
we expected him right now *
The homer by Burrell might «
have been a mistake pitch."
I
Rnley allowed three runs »
and six hits over three innings, J
striking out two
J'
Philadelphia starter Vicente
PadiUa gave up two hits ancLl
one run — a second-inning li
homer by Bill Selby — in three [
innings. He struck out three ji
"Padilla threw the ball well." J
Bowasakl'All our guys pitched •
well, 1 thought Of their hits, ',
they had a btoop, a seeing-eye |j
hit and a couple the wind |
helped."
Marlon Anderson had three ]
of Philadelphia's 14 hits.';
DonzeD McDonald had three/
hits for Cleveland
Todd Pratt singled in the!'
Phillies' first run in the second||
inning, A sacrifice fly by limmy j
Rollins in the fourth made it 4-:'
1.
Cleveland tied the score 4-41J
with three runs in the fourth.[>
Donzell McDonald, Greg |
LaRocca and Matt Lawton ail ■
got two-out RBI singles.
LaRocca had a two-run triple! ■
in the ninth off Doug Nickle,'.
put made the final out when he! •
tried to score on a pitch that got'!
past catcher Jeremy Salazar.!;
The non-roster catcher raced1)
to the backstop to retrieve the!*
ball, turned and threw to Nickle>
covering the plate for the out i!
j
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OSU coach Burns fired
By Rusty Miller
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS — Ohio State
head women's basketball
coach Beth Burns was fired
yesterday, three days after the
Buckeyes completed a 14-15
season.
Ohio State athletic director
Andy Geiger was vague on the
reasons behind the firing, saying there was no "smoking
gun."
"There isn't anything specific. There's no scandal, no thing
that's there," said Geiger, who
met with Burns earlier yesterday. "It's just an overall feeling
that we need to go in a different
direction for the overall welfare
of the program. I feel strongly
about it, and that is why we
acted the way we did today."
Burns was 82-65 in her five
seasons as coach. Speculation
had mounted that her original
five-year contract, which
expires June 30, might not be
renewed.
Geiger said he had no one in
particular in mind to replace
Burns and stressed there
would be an open search with
no timetable.

Two returning members of
the team will be part of the
search committee to find a new
coach. Geiger said he had no
strong feelings about whether
the new coach needs headcoaching experience.
A message seeking comment
was left at Burns' office at Ohio
State.
Burns, 44, is a native of
Chatham, N.I., and a graduate
of Ohio Wesleyan University.
She had a record of 151-83 in
eight seasons as the head
coach at San Diego State, until
Geiger hired her to replace the
fired Nancy Darsch before the
1997-98 season.
In her second season, Bums
guided the Buckeyes to a 17-12
record and a first-round loss in
the NCAA tournament. The
next year the team slumped.
More than its 13-15 record,
however, the 1999-2000 season
was remembered for a mysterious schism between Burns and
the Buckeyes' top player,
Michaela Moua.
Moua was abruptly kicked
off the team in midseason;
Burns didn't say why. Within
days, Geiger interceded and

Moua was reinstated.
Burns and Moua barely communicated the rest of the year.
Burns remained aloof even
when Moua was honored as
the team's only senior in front
of several thousand fans at her
last home game.
Geiger would not say if the
Moua controversy had a bearing on Burns' firing.
"I wouldn't say that was a
deciding factor, but it really is a
piece of the record." Geiger
said.
He and Burns continued to
talk after the Moua controversy, he said.
"It was an awkward time, but
it was something we worked
through," he said. "Our relationship has always been cordial and constructive."
Burns' Ohio State teams
were usually competitive but
seldom overpowering, due in
part to a string of debilitating
injuries that always seemed to
shadow the program.
Ohio State went 35-45 in Big
Ten play under her.
Many of Burns' most
acclaimed recruits — including
LaToya Turner, a former Ms.

Basketball in Ohio, guard
Tanya McClure and guard
Caity Matter — sustained
injuries which either shortened their careers or limited
their effectiveness.
"We have had quite a few
injuries," Geiger said. "That's
part of the whole piece.
Injuries are part of what happened both good and bad."
Geiger declined to answer
when asked if the players
became prone to injury
because Burns worked them
too hard in practice.
"Everybody likes to have a
smoking gun or a specific
point," a( which the coach
becomes expendable, he said.
"Sometimes it doesn't exist."
A year ago, the Buckeyes
went 22-11 and won the
Women's National Invitation
Tournament championship.
The Buckeyes beat Michigan
State in double-overtime in the
first round of the Big Ten tournament last week to stretch
their winning streak to three in
a row. They were eliminated in
the quarterfinals by Penn State,
70-55.

The Associate Press

FIRED: Ohio State fired coach Beth Burns yesterday.

Williams offers condolences Chippewas pull
By Sheila Hotchkin
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

FLEMINGTON, N.J.— Former
NBA star layson Williams offered
"heartfelt condolences" yesterday (o the family of a limousine
driver who he is accused of killing
with a shotgun blast at his rural
estate.
The former New Jersey Net
spoke briefly before leaving the
Hunterdon County courthouse,
where he appeared for a fiveminute hearing on the case.
Williams is charged with seconddegree manslaughter in the Feb.
14 shooting death of Costas
Christofi.
"Me and my wife would like to
send out our heartfelt condo-

lences to Mr. Christofi's family,"
Williams said. He declined to
comment on the case, saying his
lawyer advised him not to.
Williams, 34, did not enter a
plea. He is not required (o do so
until a grand jury hands down an
indictment.
During the court appearance,
Superior Court ludge Ann
Bartlett (old Williams what his
rights were. Williams did not
speak; his lawyer, loseph
Hayden, said they had received a
copy of the charges and the hearing ended.
Christofi's neighbor and longtime friend, loseph Armstrong,
attended the hearing, saying
afterward he was pleased to hear

Williams address the family.
"It's just the right thing to do,"
Armstrong said. "I just want to
make sure it stays focused on
who the victim was and what
happened. It's a tragedy for
everyone."
Christofi, 55, of Washington
Borough, was hired to drive
Williams' friends from a Harlem
Globetrotters
show
in
Bethlehem, Pa., to a restaurant,
and then to Williams' estate 30
miles northwest of Trenton.
The
limousine
driver,
described by many as a sports
fan, was apparently invited
inside for a tour of the 40-room
mansion, Acting Hunlerdon
County Prosecutor Steven C.

Lembersaid.
Lember has said the shooting
occurred less than an hour after
the group arrived at Williams'
home. The 911 call came in at
2:54 am.
Since then, many questions
have sunounded Christofi's
death, which prosecutors say
was first reported as a suicide by
Williams' brother.
Neither the prosecution nor
the defense has described the
events leading up to the shooting
or named those inside the mansion at the time.
"That
information
will
undoubtedly become available
should this come lo a trial,"
Lember said.

u

over Ohio
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ATM-IMS. Ohio
, — David
Webber scored 15 points and Chris
Kaman had 13 points and 14
rebounds as Central Michigan beat
Ohio 65-5G on last night in the first
round of the Mid-American
Coi iferencc tournament,
T.I. Meemian and Chad Pleiness
each scored 11 points for the
Chippewas (9-18), who never trailed
after halftimc and advance to meet
Toledo in Thursday's quarterfinals,
Steve Esterkamp led the Bobcats
(17-11) with 18 points and Patrick
Flomo added 10.
Esterkamp made three straight
free throws to pull Ohio within 55-50
with 1:31 left to play, but Kaman,

Cucie
at

Student Specials

NEWIPVE
Rentals
TWO BEDROOM:
309 High St.

Mon:
Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sat
Sun:

352-8578

11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am

Give us a call for what's on SALE!

353-7272

Unfurnished or furnished w/patios or balconies.
Free gas heat, water & sewer. Laundry facilities.

(papa)

520 E. Reed
Large furnished apartments
across from campus. Free water
& sewer. Extra storage space!
Washer/dryer in building.

NEWIPVE
Rentals

0®U® Dbiil I

1 Large
1 Item

332 S. Main
352:5620

,

Bicycle Sales & Service

"All Day, Everyday"

Hoursi

Wfcboer and Pleiness combined to
make 10-of-10 free throws and seal
the win.
Central Michigan made 75 percent of its foul shots for the game
(18-for-24). com|»ared with 46 percent (6-for-13) for the Bobcats, and
also oulrebounded Ohio 40-30.
Field-goal shooting was a closer
match, with the Chippewas hitting
45 percent, compared with 39 percent for Ohio
The game was tied five times in
the first 11 minutes. Then the
Chippewas went on a 10-2 run to
make it 21-13 and pull ahead for
good, opening with a 3-pointer by
Mike Manciel and dosing with a 3
from Webber.

cash, checks
r-- —.—"—T 5
1 Large 1 Item and an order
ol bread sticks only

•Bicycles
248 South Main St.
■Rollerblades shopcyclewerks.coni
r
•Cycllngjerseys
*
•Oakley sunglasses
£ GiANTT.
& clothing
""""'
•Birkenstock sandals
•Ping Pong Tables
& accessories
•English Darts
•Skateboards
•Scooters

<?>
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www.newlovcririalty.com
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Looking for something to enhance your marketability?
Consider pursuing the...

©©(BMijpsi'fcBoira®!! (rOtMQftlh ©©gjcr©©, ®T

- -

For more information contact:
Michael Bisesi. Ph.D.
Director, Northwest Ohio Consortium for Public Health
Professor and Chairman of Public Health,
Medical College of Ohio

(419) 38304235 E-Mail: mbisesiemco.edu
http: //www. mco.edu/allh/pubhealth

BGSU Students' Spring Break
Alternatives
•Volunteer Work at a Mission
•Get Rest and Relaxation
We want you to know
•Be a Camp Counselor
the many Alternative
•Go on a Camping Trip
Spring Break activities
•Habitat for Humanity
that students are doing
•Visit Relatives
this year!
•Golf Vacation
•Work a Job
•Ski Trip
Many students go places
and do things that are
unrelated to alcohol and
partying.

®

Brought
to you by:

We interviewed a group
of random students, and
these are some of the
results that we received!

Wellness
Connection

BGSU STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

372-WELL
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(Prospects try to grab attention
J

By Michael Matol

{

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

* INDIANAPOLIS - Kendall
frlewson made a name for
mimself al the NFI. scouting
tombine.
j Newson, whose name
JUIIRIH not be recognizable to
Jinost. had (he kind ol workoul
•tit this weekend-, combine
{thai forces NPI. coaches to
take notice.
"The receiver al Middle
Tennessee Slate really helped
himself." Minnesota Vikings
coach Mike Ike said vestcr
{day, the final day ol the NPI
{combine, "lie caught every
thing and some were Cris
Carter-type catrhe
Tlce was speaking about
Newson, a G fool '. 185
pound receiver who appeared
lo be one of the big winners in
the rising and falling stock
game that is played out anno
•ally in Indianapolis.
; lor lome players, this is

what the combine is all about
— an opportunity to shine.
Some do, sonic don't, some
choose not to even try.
But Newson. who had 65
receptions for 796 yards and
sc\ en touchdowns as a senior,
capitalized on the chance lo
work out in front of scouts
from all 12 NPI. teams, and he
was one player who clearly
made an impression.
He had a good workout,"
Cincinnati Bengals coach
Dick I.eBeau said. "Those
kinds of guys, from a lesserknown school, can reallv help
themselves I
It's nol jui i the unknown
plavei froi l the unheralded
schools who make break
Ihroughs, however.
Tice, who attended his first
combine as head coach this
week, cited two other players
— Northwestern linebacker
Napoleon Harris and Auburn
offensive lineman Kendall

Simmons — who piqued the
interest of personnel cvalualors.
And not all the players who
tested belter than scouts had
expected are low- and middle-round prospects.
Harris, for instance, is
regarded as a possible firstround selection.
The most watched conlesl
this weekend was the one
between two prominent quarterbacks — Oregon's Joey
Harrington and Fresno Stale's
David Carr.
Carr entered the weekend
as the ovei whelming favorite
lo be the first player selected
at his position and the front
runner to be the No 1 choice
Some
scouts
believe
Harrington closed the gap
with his workout Sunday.
Others, such as LeBeau, never
really had them that far apart
anyway.
"I think both are top

prospects," LeBeau said. "I
think those two would be al
home in any offense, and 1
never really had too much of a
gap between them myself."
Most coaches believed,
however, that most players
did help themselves, although
the combine is only part of
the process.
"I think most people help
themselves because of the
medical stuff and they answer
questions." Tampa Bay coach
Ion Grudcn said. "What happens between the lines is
debatable, but a lot of learns
use the combine foi what it is
— an information-gathering
process. It's not the No. 1
thing you do to evaluate a

player."
But when thai player is
somebody
like
Kendall
Newson, it is significant.
"This can open up some
eyes lo kids," Tice said. "It all
boils down to how you play."

File Photo.

READY TO FIGHT: Nolan Richardson wants his head coaching job
back al Arkansas, where he feels he was unjustly bought out.

Richardson
will appeal
By lames leflerson

r
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|Ex-umpires come back to baseball
j

By Ben Walker

l

THE ASSOCIAT£0 H8IS5

j HAINES CITY, Fla

Bill

•llohn joked with Kansas City
•manager Pony Muser at home
Jplate. jogged past the pitcher's
Jmound and look his position in
!the green grass jusi beyond sec!ond base
• With that simple trot in a
•spring training game yesterday,
Jllolin was back in baseball, 2 1/2
{years after losing his job as an
! umpire.
"It always feels good when
'you're on a big league Held," he

bald.
J Holm was among 22 umps let
Igo on Sept. 2, 1999, alici a mass
{resignation plan by their union
'failed. Last week, alter lengthy
•legal proceedings, baseball
•rehired llohn, |oe West. Larry
•Poncino, Gary Darling and l.irry
JVanovcr
• Poncino and Wesl worked
•their first games Sunday.

I'm |iist happj lo be hack
umpiring," Poncino said following the Giants Rockies game In
I lie son, Ariz. "Maybe down the
line I will have a little something
to say."
A year ago, llohn, 46, was at
home with his wife and two children, installing fire alarms and
security systems in Blue Bell, Pa
On a cold, windy day in central Florida, he resumed his real
career, the one he'd spent half his
life doing.
"1 never dreamed it would
take this long." I lohn said.
Holm's first day was pretty
easy He rotated on the bases
with Jerry Layne and newcomer
Darren Spagnardi while veteran
Handy Marsh worked the plate
in the Royals' 16-6 romp over
Cincinnati's split squad.
There were no close calls. In
tact, 1 lohn's Bret play came in the
top of the first inning on a stolen
base where the runner was so

SPECIAL RATES FOR
ALL BGSU STAFF
^ STUDENT!

T^

Quality
Inn
Suites

...would like to offer
$50 special university
rates for all
department guests.

safe there wasn't a tag.
Holm's toughest chance came
in the bottom of the eighth He
fielded a soft foul groundei and
flipped il to a young fan sitting in
the front row behind third base.
Bui Hohn didn't toss the ball
hard enough, and it wedged
between the rolkd-up tarpaulin
and a concrete wall. When the
inning ended, he stretched
headfirst over the tarp to retrieve
the souvenir and give it to the
boy.
"Those skills will come back to
film," Muser kidded.
In-between innings, Hohn
chatted with Layne, a former NL
colleague, and Spagnardi.
"We were just talking about
how we do some things now, like
rotations," layne said.
Along with the sage green uniforms they wear these days,
instead of dark blue and gray in
the past, the returning umpires
will find other changes.

The NL and AL umpiring
stalls have been merged and an'
run by the commissioner's
office, and there's a new
umpires' union.
There's a focus on calling
higher strikes and an emphasis
on preventing beanball bailies.
Even the technology has
changed — reports on ejections
are e-mailed, not mailed.
"There arc a lot of things that
are different," Hohn said.
Baseball also is aware there's
bound lo be acrimony. The split
among umpires in 1999 caused
harsh feelings that may never
heal, especially after several
umps who lost their jobs went
through severe financial and

personal problems.
While baseball hopes those
troubles do not spill onto the
field, former umpires' union
president
lerry
Crawford
acknowledged, "It'll never be the
same way as il was before."

Chancellor lohn A. While, who
consulted with Athletic Director
Frank Broyles before Richardson
was bought out, said the ex-coach
had until noon yesterday to
appeal to system President Alan
Sugg. Richardson's attorney, lohn
Walker, said he did not believe
there was deadline.
Walker wrote letters to Sugg and
White, the university said. The
content of the letters were nol
released. lTic school said they pertained to a personnel matter and
could be exempt from state
Freedom of Infonnntion Ac t
The university said il might
release the letters later.
"Mr. Richardson... did intend to
seek review after being fully and
completely informed of the

®s)iw&<a #te^DtiK@i&

Sign a Lease at
Join us for our FINAL overall
meeting of the year!

NEWI9VE
Rentals

One Bedroom:
117 N. Main St. Over Downtown business.
Unfurnished apartment w/dishwasher.
washer/dryer in building.

Union Ballroom, 9:15pm, Tonight \
Last Chance to purchase your
Trade VTW DM Apparel!
Everyone Welcome!

CALL FOR THIS SPECIAL OFFER
AND MENTION AD FOR RATES!
lor reservations call.;. 352-2521

tomorrow

JUST IN 7TM£

(We offer quality rooms and
ithe best service In town! '

LOCATED ACROSS FROM CAMPUS

LITTLE ROCK — Former
Arkansas coach Nolan Richardson
intends to appeal his dismissal, his
lawyer said yesterday.
Arkansas bought out the
remaining
six
years
of
Richardson's contract on Friday.
The announcement came six days
after Richardson had publicly
said: "If they go ahead and pay me
my money, they can lake the job

nondiscriminatory reasons for the;
university's decision," Walker said.
"He wanted to know what Dr.
Sugg's involvement in the deci-'
sion-making process was.
"Dr. Sugg, as the reviewei
would be unbiased, and he would,;
al least stand in the way ol arbfl
trarv. capricious, disuimiiuHory'
01 punitive action iH'ing taken In
Chancelor White or Mr. Broyles;
toward Mr. Richardson."' Waikei I
said.
An appeal to Sugg was seen as a •
prerequisite for possible legal,
action by Richardson against the;
university.
Sugg was not available yeslcr-J
day his office said.
Walker
characterized,
Richardson's departure from I
Arkansas as a termination, not a!
mutual ending of the coach's con- J
tract.
,«
The school said it "concludedx
Richardson's employment aT
Arkansas after he refused rjfc.
resign.
Richardson said last Tfiursdafe
that he wanted lo remain fl
coach. Walker said yesterday thaw
White was wrong "when he indi ;
cated that Mr. Richardson desired]
to have Arkansas buy iMil hJscorj i
tract."

NEWL°VE 3&J&
Rentals

Fighting hunger begins with understanding the problem...

Hunger
Banquet
Tuesday, March 5,
6:30 - 8:00pm
. FREE to all
Grand Ballroom, Second Floor
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
This is a free banquet that demonstrates the
unequal distribution of food in the world.
Students, faculty, staff, and communitiy
members are all encouraged to attend-.

Sponsored by:
• University Dining Services
"Honors Housing
• Chapman Community
»Oxfam America
• BGSU Honors Program
.Pepsi
• Honors Student Association

W&W&® MsD^DtJK®^

wwW.newloverealty.com

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

*"

TOKF $25
£25 OFF
TAKE

^*_.

each months rent for the full term of the lease if
signed by the end of March for Mid Am Manor S
Charleston Apartments.

Houses for Rent:
702 E. Wooster
702 1/1 E. Wooster

Am
agement

122 >/i Frazee Ave.
702 '/: Sixth St.
704 Sixth St
704 '/: Sixth St.

Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380
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The Average Person has over 1,460 dreams a year...

Sweet Dreams!!!!

FALL 2002 LEASING

Have you had a Sweet Dream Today':
Sweet Dream Cookies

3 for $1.00

•Q0${ TO CAMPIS*- 2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Furnished,
Units have dishwashers & garbage disposals

'Buggy Whip
Ccoku- ,-r Cake,

kAA

www.buggywhipbakery.com
130 E. Court SI. BG 419-353-3525

• Oiler Expires 3-23-02

rson*

Mercer Manor Apartments
• 323 & 331 Mercer Rd. (limit 5 people)
L-JB&0&
..>.«-»•
• 3 Bedrooms - Furnished, fireplaces ,
A/C , dishwashers, Microwaves & garbage disposals

•New Berber Carpet & Pad
•New Kitchen & Appliances Incl. Dishwasher
•New Laundry Center in Every Apartment
•100% High Speed Internet Access
•Cable Ready in Living Room and Bedrooms
•Air Conditioning
•New Ceiling Fans/Lighting
•Free Health Spa Membership
•Keyed Bedroom Locks

We i!L • BRAND NEW APARTMENTS AND HOUSES9

Have
Moved
r▼

«<;24- N. Enterprise St.
-1 bedroom, furnished, A/C
-Starting at $450/mo

• Beptwood Subdivision
-1453,1454,1459,1460 Brookewood Dr.
-4 Bedroom, unfurnished, 2 car garage
-lease 8/15/02—8/12/03
-Starting at $1400 mo.
Mon- Frl
9am- 5pm

HOURS:

Preferred Properties Co.
Call For Appointments

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

352-9378
Office Hours:
M-Fri
8- 4:30

VtSA

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

Saturday
9am- 1pm

<*>
CREENBRIAR, INC.

• US EAST WOOSTER ST. * $52-0717 *

MasterCard

vefore you leave for Brea*

mWii 0-582-3577 Call Today!

r

round

\

hen you absolutely, positively want a better wage
New & Improved Benefits:
• Raises every 90 days
for the 1st year!
• New & Improved
Tuition Assistance!
• Medical and Dental
Benefits!
• Full-Time Package
Handler Opportunities?
• Paid Vacations!

5 Shifts to
Choose From
♦ Might (Midnight to 5:OOam)

♦
♦
♦
♦

Mon-Fri Night $10.oo/hr
Sunrise (3:OOam to 8:00am)
Tues-Sat
$10,00/hr
Day (2:00pm to 7:00pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
TWilight (7:00pm to 11:30pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
Preload (3:00am to 8:00am)
Tues Sat

-

$10.00/hr
n m ,m<*^\*m

Offers

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
Tuition Assistance
Weekly Pay
No Union Dues
Startling at $8.50-$10.00
Raise After Every 90 Days

-"*'""

"" T»*

———

•

—

FedEx

Ground

650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)
1-800-582-3577 Call Today

NATION
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Congressman with Arab background is on
the defensive in New Hampshire Senate race
BylM. Hirsch
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CONCORD, N.H. — The Arab
card has been thrown down on
Ihc table in the race for Senate in

New Hampshire.
Rep. John li. Sununu has been
the subject of accusations —
some of them made anonymously, some of them made openly by
his GOP rival's campaign — that
the Arab-American congressman
is anti-Israel and soft on terrorism
The allegations could Ix? just
the start of a dirty, expensive and
high-stakes campaign for the historically Republican Senate seat.
now held by Bob Smith.
Smith. 62, and Sununu, 37, will
face off in the Sept. 10 primary.
The winner is expected to battle
Democratic Gov. Jeanne Shahcen
in an election that could help
decide control of the nearly tied
Senate.
Smith has never been quoted
referring to Sununu's ethnicity,
but questions about terrorism
and the congressman's Lebanese
and Palestinian heritage surfaced
last fall in a Hurry of news reports.
Among them was a New
Republic story that identified
Sununu as the only ethnic
Palestinian in Congress and
quoted an unidentified Smith
adviser as saying of Sununu:
"People are just beginning to

focus on how pro-Arab he is and Corey Lewandowski, has repeathow naive his positions are on the edly questioned Sununu's comterrorism issue."
mitment to Israel and the fight
Smith spokeswoman Lisa against tenorism.
Harrison said the senator's staff
In November, former Israeli
was never contacted about the Prime
Minister
Benjamin
story and would never make an Netanyahu
visited
New
issue of a candidate's ethnic back- Hampshire at Smith's invitation.
ground.
Lewandowski told The Boston
But Franklin Foer, associate Globe
last
month:
"Mr.
editor of the magazine and Netanyahu knows that Senator
author of the story, said he talked Smith has been a supporter of
to the senator's staff and cam- Israel and Congressman Sununu
paign repeatedly. In fact. Foer has never been a supporter of
said, two people — a Smith Israel. He's consistently voted
staffer and a supporter — sent against Israel. I think that was
the magazine a fact sheet titled part of the impetus for Mr.
"lohn F.. Sununu: A Pattern of Netanyahu wanting to come up
Support for Radical Anti-Israel and campaign for Bob Smith."
Causes Funded by Radical
later, Lewandowski told The
Islamic Fundamentalists"
Associated Press the Globe misSununu
spokeswoman quoted him, then said he misBarbara Riley said the facts tell a spoke in the interview. He said
different story about Sununu, Netanyahu's visit was not a camwhose father, lohn H. Sununu, paign event or intended to highwas governor of New 1 lampshire light differences between Smith
and While House chief of staff and Sununu on Israel.
under George Bush.
In December, Sununu went to
"Number one, any charge that a fund-raiser attended by Ziad RUMORS: Congressman John E. Sununu, R-N. H„ center, talks with Jo
Congressman Sununu's voting Asali, president of the American- Hutchinson, Friday, at the openin g of the Mclntosh College Academy of
record on the Middle East is anti- Arab
Anti-Discrimination N.H,
Israel is baseless," she said. "He Committee. Following the Sept.
Associated Press.
has consistently supported finan- 11 terrorist attacks, Asali said Sununu in December.
'If that is the type of person
Former Sen. Warren Rudman,
cial military assistance for Israel. Osama bin Laden may be posing
Number two, lohn has strongly as a champion to some Muslims Congressman Sununu feels a Sununu supporter and Mideast
supported President Bush's pro- because he had seized on "legiti- should be contributing to his expert, said the accusations will
posals to eliminate global terror- mate grievances deeply felt in the campaign, then I think that may hurt Smith.
ist organizations."
"I'm not the only person who
Arab and Islamic world." Asali call into question his views on
Still, Smiths campaign director, also contributed $1,000 to terrorism." Lewandowski told the has looked at some of these

The Associated Press

Moncher, left, and John
Design and Technology in Dover,

things and rolled his eyes,"
Rudman said. "This primary
should be fought out on issues,.
not on silliness, and to some
extent character assassination
and guilt by association."

**********************************************+^
(f you sleep in a cold room,
you are more likely To
jt&w a bad drea

Check us out at www.bgnews.com
BG News headlines in 1970 read.
"Booze Barrier Busted."
The campus had been dry since its founding
in 1910. The town was also "dry" in 1910,
but voted to reapeal prohibition in 1933.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

get any 2 regular footlong
subs for $7.99

Now Leasing
2 bedroom furnished & unfurnished
May and August 2002
. 1 Bedroom summer only
J^W^fc Limited Available

O20KOocWsAoccnw w.-ftrndnUM-ftiianyolSf»!■*■■>»■ K.aH-MI.US -mttr

524 E. Wooster
419-352-8500

Traveling for Spring Break?
Here are some important reminders to help
you have a safe and fun Spring Break...
•Refill your prescriptions before you leave. Call the
Student Health Service Pharmacy at 372-7443
•Take your emergency contact information with you
•Remember essentials such as toothbrush,
toothpaste, sunscreen, and condoms
•Never leave your drink unattended or accept an
open drink from someone you don't know J
f-or further questions call the Wellness Connection/Student Health Service at 372-WELL (9355)

C2?

2 Blocks from
Campus
480 Lehman

354-3533

Find a iNfeiy Horns
mth-Class iiL~ f
NEWI9VE
Rentals

Bedrooms:
fifth St. - Large unfi
merits with two ful
dishwasher. Private parking lot
803 Fifth St • Unfurnished apartments w/patios or balconies. Free
water & sewer. Laundry facilities

NEWIPVE
Rentals

m*<>M

332 S.Main St
www.niFwlovtrealty.com

■
-

I
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Kosovo's lawmakers choose president
and government in their fourth attempt
By Garentma Kraja
!H1

ASSOCIATED PRESS

PR1ST1NA. Yugoslavia —Amid
thunderous applause, moderate
ethnjc Albanian leader Ibrahim
Rugova became Kosovo's first
president yesterday, claiming the
right,0 govern beside the United
Nations and NATO and promising to push for independence.
In one round of open balloting,
the province's lawmakers overwhelmingly approved a powersharing deal that sealed the election of president and government
in the southern Yugoslav
province after a months-long
deadlock.
Clutching a bouquet after the
vote, Rugova joined hands with
the newly elected prime minister,
Bajram Rexhepi, a senior official

Classified Ads
372-6977

t) kmoinf ly «iirr* klverThe BG New» -■
.* r n. ■-ura,-c dlv
thai d
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of a rival party whose chief led the
ethnic Albanian rebel group that
fought Serb forces in the late
1990s.
"We will jointly work for a free,
democratic, peaceful, prosperous and independent Kosovo,"
Rugova said. He also promised to
integrate all ethnic groups into
the province's social and economical life during his three-year
mandate.
The vote — 88 to 3, with 15
abstentions — came after party
leaders reached a power-sharing
deal last week under Western
pressure.
The slate of candidates chosen
under the deal needed a simple
majority of 61 votes, less than the
two-thirds threshold in three
failed efforts to choose a presi-

dent and government since voters elected the 120-member legislature in November.
Rugova heads the Democratic
League of Kosovo, the largest
party in the assembly with 47
deputies. The party did not control enough seats to govern alone.
The power-sharing deal gave
the prime minister's post to former Kosovo Liberation Army
leader Hashim Thaci's party,
which finished a strong second in
the elections.
A Serb lawmaker, Rada
Trajkovic, said she and other Serb
legislators had abstained and
would boycott future votes unless
officials address the needs of
Kosovo's minority Serbs.
Kosovo's political leaders consider the elections a milestone in

the establishment of self-rule for
the province, shattered by years
of political repression, war and
ethnic tension.
Western leaders and many
civilians in Kosovo hope a democratic government will bring a
measure of reconciliation to bitterly divided communities.
However, the president and
legislature have limited powers,
and the U.N. administrators have
the right to veto all decisions by
local institutions.
The assembly is not authorized
to discuss the final status of
Kosovo, the most contentious
issue in the province. Wliile ethnic Albanians want independence, minority Serbs want
Kosovo to remain in Yugoslavia.
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Help Wanted

FREE HAIRCUTS
$35 cap highlights
$15 men's highlighting special
All Over Color Special $35
Mirage Hair & Color Salon
419-354-2016
(otter ends March 8)
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE;
MEN'S. WOMEN'S AND CO-REC
VOLLEYBALL-MARCH 5

Travel
Monkeys and toucans, and sloths,
oh my! Costa Rica rain lores! trip.
Aug.«15-23. 2002. The trip is tilling
up faiH Call tor details/reservations
419-346-6517

;i Services Offered
G(SW>0% ofl all haircuts, perms,
color, highlights and acrylic nails,
with Ann only. Mane Style Salon

419-363-6263.
Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354*1673 BG Pregnancy Center

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CO-REC
SOCCER-MARCH 19
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
WOMEN'S INNERTUBE WATER
POLO-MARCH 6
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR SOCCER APPLY 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR CHECK
WEB SITE. COMPLETE AND RETURN TAKE-HOME RULES TEST
BY MARCH 19. MUST ATTEND
CLINICS ON MARCH 20 AND 21.

INTRAMURAL SWIM MEET ENTRY
DEADLINE HAS BEEN EXTENDED ENTRIES ACCEPTED
THROUGH MARCH 5. SWIM MEET
WILL BE HELD MARCH 19.

Wanted
1 to 2 subleasers needed lor a
3 bdrm house. Ask tor Marcus

419-806-0575
2 /3 subleasers needed (or summer
2002 Apartment in good condition.
Call 352-2683
Subleaser needed for house on
Wooster. May-Aug. Own room.
$250/mo Call 373-9891
Subleasers needed (or summer
starting May 16. 3 bdrm, 2 lull bath
townhouse. Please call 373-6011

SUMMER JOBS
Female and male counselors needed (or top summer camp in Maine.
Top Salary, room, board, laundry,
clothing and travel provided. Must
love children and have skill in one of
more ol the following activities: archery, arts (ceramics, stained glass,
jewelry), basketball, canoeing,
kayaking, rowing (crew), dance (tap,
pointe, jazz), field hockey, golf, gymnastics (instructors), figure skating,
ice hockey, horseback riding/English
hunt seat, lacrosse, digital photography, videographer, piano accompanist, pioneering/camp craft, ropes
(challenge course) 25 stations, sailing, soccer, softball, tennis, theatre
(technicians, set design, costumer),
volleyball, water-skiing (slalom, trick,
barefoot, jumping) W.S.L/swim instructors, windsurfing, also opportunities for nurses, HTML/web design
and secretaries.
Camp Vega For Girls! Come see us
at www.campvega.com or E-mail us
t camp vega@yahoo com or call

JCPenney
Hair & nail salon in store
Great sales in all departments'
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

The Associated Press

GOVERNING: Kosovo's new president Ibrahim Rugova, left, joins
hands with the newly elected Prime Minister Bajram Rexhepi, center,
and former rebel leader Hashim Thaci, in Pristina, Kosovo, yesterday.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

us for more information at 1 -800993-VEGA We will be on your campus THIS WEEK for information and
to accept applications from 10am3pm. on Wednesday. March 6th
and Thursday, March 7th in Sludent
Union room 318 No appointment
necessary.
$250 a day potential
Bartending. Training provided.
1-800 293-3985exl541

Hotel Front Desk . Night auditor
(3rd Shift) Full or part time.
Competitive pay. Apply in person:
Days Inn • Maumee 150 Dussel Dr.

500 Summer Camp Positions
Northeast, www.summercampemployment.com: 1 -800-443-6428.

419-893-9960.
Kennel Help-Weekday mornings.
7:45am-10am, 4 or 5 days a week If
you like working with dogs, cats, and
people call Rick at 419-893-7218.
Maumee area
Person(s) needed to work w/
autistic boy 3pm-7pm weekdays
and alternoon hrs on weekends
in my Oregon. OH home. NO
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN. 419-693 7869

-

Bartenders needed. Earn up fo S250
per day No exp necessary. Call
(866)291-1884 ext. 423
BG co seeking 2nd shift w/OT.FT
workers Vacation & benelils after
6 mths Call 666-8500 for inlerview.
College Pro Painters now hiring
painters S7-9 hr., & Marketing Reps
S10-20 hr plus bonuses. Immediate
earning opportunity. 419-494-3963.

Camp counselor tor children with
disabilities. Must have strong work
ethic and be interested in making a
difference in the lile of a child $7$11/hr, 35 hrs./wk . summer only 6
sites in Summit County Must enjoy
outdoor activities Call 800-CYOCAMP for an application. EOE

SPUING BREAK
ftjMMMM WMVMM m CfcOtrtrfl too tf ON n IW

Best Airlines
iMTHMmmrs a**"-

Bahamas Party

Best Prices & Best Parties

Cruise $279
Cancun $459
Florida $119

k. Cancun. Acapulco. Mazatlan
> Jamaica Bahamas <
' Florida. South Padre Island '

SpringBreakTravel.com

1800SURFSUP

i em • "on HHO • fm mm • WMJM IUM
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1-800-678-6386

wwwstudentexpresscon
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Large Houses
Still Available
• 321 E. Merry A For 8

• 21 IE. Reed For 5 or 6
• 311 & 307 'ft E. Reed St

3 bdrm For 3
• 2 bdrm Apts. as low as
$415 per month
• Studio Apts. $395 mo/
all utilities included

Listing Available 24 hrs.
Office 316 E. Merrv »3
QII 3S3-0325 9atn-9pm

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2002-2003
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
722 EIGHTH - 3BR A-Frame Limit 3 people. $550.00 per month paid in
11 monthly payments ot $590.00 Tenants pay utilities.
Available May 18. 2002
•A - 4BR. Limit 4 people. $760.00 per month paid in 11 monthly
oavmenTsTOfiBO. Deposit $76000 Tenants pay utilities. Available August 22,
2002

Dc*nlownBG • 353-1361
www cla-zel com

1501/2 MANVILLE -1 BR Limil 2 people. $440.00 per month paid in 11 payments ol $473 00. Deposit $440.00 Tenants pay utilities. Available May 18,2002.

Jimmy Neutron 5:00

JOHN MBA/LOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST.
(across from Taco Bell)

MOULIN I
ROUGE! PC 13
9.30

BROTHERHOOD
-»" fHJ WOLF

(If PACT* r»S LOU PS)

K

Coming Next:
Time Machine

Screen Printing
Embroidery

Signs
Banners
Equipment

\ Investigators
I
The as. Food and Drag Administration is
hiring Investigators (Consumer Safety Officers)
for its Columbus and Toledo, OH, offices. Travel
required. 30 semester hours
of college-level science and US. citizenship
required. The FDA is an equal opportunity
ejnptoyer. Smoke-free offices. Salary range
between $24,701 and $49,575 depending
on location and qualifications. View
announcement and apply on-line at

T

Why wait until the last minute?
Register for summer
classes now and relax!

Class schedules at
conted.bgsu.edu

You'll be a lap ahead on the
fast track to graduation!

STAR registration419.372.8966
Summer HELP-Line419.372.9141

BGSU SUMMER 2002

KEVCOOf 70240102

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Help Wanted

For Sale

Looking lor a great summer job''
Attend the Summer Job Fair
Wednesday. March 20th. Noon-4
101 Otscamp

British Dialect Coach
Pay Negotiable
Call 352-1547 between 8 4 5

2 NuMark TT-100 Turntables.
NuMark DM1001EX Mixer. DJ Collin. Monitor Speakers and cables
$750.00 OBO Kevin at 373-9822

The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN' SAVE
MONEY1 Top boys sports camp in
Maine
counselors to coach all
sports tennis, basketball, baseball,
roller hockey, water-sports, rockclimbing, biking goll Have a great
summer (888)-844 8080 apply at

2002/2003 LISTINGS
Signing. Leases
NOW

Management inc.
Evergreen Apt 215 E Poe
Efficiencies & Large 1 Bdrms
Laundry on site
Starts at S 250/mo •
Call 353-5800

Management

IIK

.

Hillsdale Apt . 1082 Fatrview
1 & 2 Bdrms / 3Bdrm Twnh
D'Sh washer/Ay C/Garbage Disp
Starts at $390 • Utilities •
SOME BRAND NEW

Management Inc.
Heinzsite Apt
N Enterpnse/E Merry St
1 Apt INC
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
W/D in 2 Bdrms.
Starts at S4 10 . Utilities

Management Inc.
Blue House Apt.
120 N Prospect
2 Bdtms/close to
downtown and college
Starts at 5675/Mo t Utilities

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Willow House Apis
830 Fourth St.
1 BdrmsVAir Condition
Garbage Disposal/ Dishwasher
Starts at $400 + Elec & Gas

Slop by the office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
Call 353-5800
http://www.wcnet.org/--mecca/

Put-m-Bay
Village of Put-in-Bay is Seeking
Dockmasters and Park Maintenance
Workers for the 2002 season.
Good pay Ferry Pass
Reimbursement Housing Available
Must be over 18 Call 419-285-5112
or pibadmin@cros.net
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS-N:»*ri
east Pennsylvania (6/19-8/17/02)
Children's sleep-away camp. If you
love children and want a caring, fun
environment we need female staff
for Tennis. Goll. Gymnastics. Swimming. Team Sports,' Cheerleading,
Ropes. Drama. Watersknng, Sailing.
Ceramics. Photography. Videography. Silkscreen. Drawing 4 Painting.
Batik Printmaking. Sculpture. Calligraphy. Guitar. Piano. Aerobics, Martial Arts. Other positions: Group
Leaders.
Administrative,
Nurses
(RN's). On Campus Interviews April
2nd Apply on-line at

The BGSU Upward Bound Program
is a college preparatory program for
high school students from Toledo,
which offers an on-campus summer
enrichment component for six
weeks.
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
JUNE 22-AUGUST 4
INSTRUCTORS-Bachelor's degree
required in selected area of instruction (Mathematics. English. Science.
History. Foreign Language. Fine
Arts or other courses for the high
school student) Must be available
during the morning or early afternoon hours. Monday-Friday. Each
class period is seventy-five (75) minutes each day. Non-residential.
Salary is St.200 per class.
RESIDENTIAL AIDESMimmum
sophomore classification Can not
be enrolled m University classes
during employment period Responsibilities include, but not limited to
(1) Assuring all students adhere to
the rules and regulations of the Upward Bound Program and BGSU |2)
Assisting an Instructor in the classroom and (3) Coordinating and implementing student activities during
evening hours. Single room, board
and salary of $1,500.
APPLICANTS MUST SUBMIT A
TRANSCRIPT (or copy of) WITH
APPLICATION
Applications are available outside
the main office
Upward Bound Program
37 College Park Office Building
Applications Due-March 22
MANDATORY Staff OrientationJune 22

1

2000 Saturn SL2 Auto . Exec condition, loaded 29K HWY, warranty
$10,500. 419-249-9822
900 MHZ Compaq Presano Laptop DVD plyr/CDRom included. MS millennium and MS Office Scanner.
printer, and home theater equipment
and leather carrying case. Also 5
mos. tree internet. $950 OBO
Call 419-378-1224

a

1

1■

Queen pillow top mattress set
New in plastic. Full warranty. Retail
$799 Sell $199 Can deliver

PS
r

Call 419-392-7465.

' |H"
■'
•■
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1 bdrm. apartment All utilities paid.
Close to campus Available now!

$375/mo Call Jim 352-5475
1 lower duplex.
Vacant now.
352-5822
2 efficiencies.
Vacant now
352-5822
2 Subleasers needed.
Furnished, 2 bed. 1 oath.
Anne 352-6322.
4 bdrm house Big living room
1 bath close to campus. Includes
water $780 Call Jim 352-5475
Avail May 15
534 A S College-3 BR Duplex. 1 1/2
Baths, AC Avail May 25. $8257mo
534 B S. College-3BR Duplex, 1 1/2.
Balhs.AC Avail May 25. $825/mo.
201 Georgia-2 BR House, basement, washer/dryer Avail. August
21 $625/mo
316 Ridge Front-Large 2 BR Duplex
Avail May 30. $700/mo
316 Ridge Rear-1 BR Duplex Avail
May 17. $375/mo.
217 S. College-3 BR House Avail.
May 21 $675/mo.
730 Elm-2 BR House Avail Aug 1
$550/mo
734 Elm-Large 2 BR, 2 Bath House
Avail August 21. $750/mo
At all properties, tenants pay utilities, parental guarantees, security
deposit equal to one month's rent.
Rent collected quarterly Locally
owned and managed. Please call
EyeCon Enterprises. Ltd at (419)
354-4426.

1 Border on dress
4 Dress style
9 Beer
12 Had supper
13 High male singing voice
14 Fuel
15 Object of arrow
17 Conduct
19 Species
21 Age
22 Leeward side
24 Animal friend
26 Cheese
29 Poetry
31 Small mass
33 Fuss
34 11th Hebrew month
35 A Gabor
37 Spot
39 Either
40 Ocean

Tuesday*
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ACROSS
For Rent
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Full size pillow top mattress New in
plastic Retail $599. Sell $179.
Can deliver Call 419-392-7465

or call 1-800-279-3019.
Telephone interviewing No sales.
Some days, mostly wkends and
eves Flexible scheduling. Relaxed
atmosphere Up to $7 00 plus per
hr. In Perrysburg 419-874-5842

1

"
'

t0

1 Cap
2 7th Greek letter
3 Combination
4 Solar disk
5 Ease
6 Preposition

7 Drowse
8 Great lake
9 Program for meeting
10 Used to make shellac
20 Stitch
11 Time zone (abbr)
22 Stop (nautical)
16 Water birds
23 Embankment
18 Fish eggs
25 A small amount
27 Love
28 Right
30 Night before
32 Doctor (slang)
36 S hemisphere constellation
38 Subject
41 Growth on head of deer
43 High mountain
45 At
47 Pop top
49 Enter rudely
52 Castle canal
54 Hollow stalk
55 Wooden stick
56 Collection of sayings
57 Town in Oklahoma
59 Green vegetable
60 Ever (poetic)
63 Verb

42 Age
44 Snake
46 Canvas shelter
48 PriesTs robe
50 Skin an orange
51 Scottish cap
53 France capital
55 Discovered the Pacific
58 Set of directions
61 Saturated hydrocarbon {suffix)
62 Proverb
64 Poor grade
65 Road substance
66 Domesticated
67 Auncle

ANSWERS

1
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Comed

y N|9ht

With Keith Lenhart
& Dennis Piper
9:00-10:30 J
5$ Cover /

Open Mic Night
18 & Over No Cover Charge
104 S. Main ■ 353-0988
18 & Over

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

"Apis & rms avail, 1. 2, S 3 bdrm
Quiet area for collegiate study, new
carpet, indiv. lease offered. Located
300 block E. Merry Rm avail now.
listing loc. 24-7 @ 316 E Merry «3.
419-353-0325.9-7

2002-03 1 & 2 bdrm at Georgetown
Manor. 800 Third St. Free heat,
water. + sewer. 1 and 3 bdrm at
616 2nd St Call 419-354-9740
lor more inlo.

Close to school. 3 bdrm, 1 bath
Newly remodeled. Privacy sensitive
backyard. $9O0/mo & $900 deposit
Open Aug 1 - one year lease Call
Phil © 419-474-5344 ext 27

1, 2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments
9 & 12 month leases
352-7454
"Last large house available. Close
to campus, very quiet area, 2 kit.,
450 s.f. liv area, laundry rm., plenty
of parking, & more. Loc 211 E
Reed. Normally 5-6 studts
Call 419-353-0325

Apt 3 bdrms.
Available now through May 15.
352-5822

GRAD STUDENTS!"
Sublease an efficiency May-Aug 02
or stay until Aug 03 $285.util.
326 N Main «8. Call 353-0487 Now!

APARTMENTS FOR "RENT
Summer and Fall
Reasonable Rates 352-3445

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
Something For Everyone

House oh >e 11 campm 23s Man
vale 3bdrm. 1 bath May lease
$700/mo. * utilities Call 352-9392
Houses S Apts. for 2002-03 school
year. 12 mo. leases only-starting
May 18.2002
322 E Court-1bdrm-S395includ util
415 E Court IIC-2 Br $520 .util
609 5th St, 3bdrm.S915.util
230 N Enterpnse-1 Br -S365 -.util
424 1/2 S. Summil-Effic.-$265 .util.
Steve Smith 419-352-8917 or
419-308-2710
We still have a few one and two
bdrm apts for spring and fall Winthrop and Summit Terrace Apts

352-9135

■pectei
only

$2.50
2 eggs.
2 bacon or 2 sausages,
' 2 pancakes or toast, and
homefrles or
coffee
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B UZZ WORDS
Nurture
Yourself day

offered Sat

MARSQUEST continues
throughout week.

SPORTS
CALENDAR
♦THURSDAY 03/04/02

Month
04- 10

THE CAMPUS

Tuesday - Sunday

BY THE CAMPUS BUZZ

This Saturday, Ihe
Continuing Education,
International and Summer
Program office will host a selfenrichment workshop titled
"Nurture Yourself."
The workshop will allow
participants to enjoy personal
time through activities like
music therapy, aromatherapy
and Feng Shui.
Andrea Philo will addressworkplace stress and how to
overcome feelings of anxiousness and anxiety to make a
more healthy work environment.
The program fee is $39 and
covers the workshop which
runs from 8:30 a.m to 5:30 p.m.
Arrangements can be made
by calling the Office of
Continuing Education,
International and Summer
Programs at 372-8181 or tollfree at 1-877-650-8165.
Registration can also be
done online.
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The Planetarium is still
showing MARSQUEST
throughout this week.
The program uses satellite
pictures to recreate the red
planet for the audience.
MARSQUEST was pro-
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The Red Planet, Mars

duced by Loch Ness
Productions in Collaboration
with the National Science
Foundation and the Space
Science Institute in Boulder,

Colorado.
The planetarium will show
another Loch Ness production,
Larry Cat in Space in May.

Swimming and Diving at
Men's MAC
Championships
Noon
Athens, Ohio

The program runs throughout this week and will return

MAC Bash

March 19 through April 12.

5 p.m.

The program starts at 8 p.m.
on Friday and Tuesday.
Star gazing precludes the
program on the rooftop.

Gund Arena, Cleveland

♦FRIDAY 03/05/02
Swimming/Diving at
Men's MAC

CAMPUS CINEMA
"Life on Earth'

••

Championship
Noon
Athens, Ohio

"Life on Earth"

1998

Starring:
Abderrahmane Sissako.
Mohamed Sissako
African filmaker
Abderrahmane Sissako stars
and directs "Life On Earth"( La
vie sur terre), which is showing in the Gish Theater this
Thursday.
This semi-documentary
takes place in one of the poorest villages in one of the poorest countries, Sokolo, Mali on
the eve of the millenium.
In the film, the main character returns to the village to visit
his father. Over the radio there
are reports of celebrations all
over the world, but in Sokolo
life is more about survival than
celebration.
Sissako, who traveled from
Paris is now cut off from his
previous environment and
must cope with the desolation
in AfricaHe attempts to call home,

Women's Gymnastics vs.
Eastern Michigan
7 p.m.
Eppler Center Gymnasium
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Everyday Events
Modern Movements in
Printmaking, Painting,
and Photography
Tues.- Fri.
8 a.nt- 6 p.m.
Union Art gallery
An exhibition by members of the
2-DAA Student Art organization.

Annual Undergraduate
Art and Design
Exhibitions
Tues.- Fri.
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Dorothy Uber Bryan and Williard
Wankelman Galleries
A juried selection of art in all
media by students in die BGSU
School of Art. Many of the works
will be for sale.

Hockey at CCHA
Tournament (First Round)

Dance Marathon Shorts
Sale

To be announced

Tues.- Fri.
11 a.m.- 4 p.m.
Union Lobby
Alpha Phi Omega will be selling
snorts to benefit Dance Marathon.

East Lansing. Michigan

Women's Basketball MAC
Tournament Semifinals
TBA

Gund Arena, Cleveland, Ohio

SATURDAY 03/09/02

Scrub Pants Sale
Tues.-Fri.
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Union Lobby
Phi Kappa Tau will be selling
scrub pants as a fundraiser for
Dance Marathon.

Baseball at Murray State
Noon
Murray. Kentucky

Abderrahmane Sissako ( main character and director)befriends a local girl in desolate Sokolo.
only to be told by a worker at
the post office that "It's hard to
reach people. It is a matter of
luck." This is something that is
hard to communicater to someone who comes from a different world than the one in

Sokolo.
He eventually befriends a
girl and attempts to understand life in Sokolo once more.
The film is full of beatiful
scenery, but the plot is sometimes stagnant and unfufilling.

Swimming/Diving at

Men's MAC
Championships
Noon
Athens, Ohio

Air Force Recruitment
Toes.-Fri.
11 LIB.- 1 p.m.
Union
The Air Force ROTC will bive a
table set for recruitment and
information.

Bowling Green State University

03.05.02

Local banquet to demonstrate
world hunger to U. students
BY MICHEILE IUMBREZER

According to the University
Honors Program, "Fighting
hunger begins with understanding the problem."
On Tuesday, March 5 from
&30 pjn.-8.ti0 p.m., the Hunger
Banquet, sponsored by the
Bowling Green State University
Honors Program, will provide
an opportunity for students,
community members, faculty
and staff to better understand
the problem of world hunger.
'If s not just a BGSU event. The
community is invited to come as
well," said Honor's Prgram
Assistant and Hunger Banquet
Coordinator Torrance Powell.
The goal of the banquet is to
inform people. "If s supposed
to be a dramatic representation
of the unequal distribution of
resources in the world," Powell
said.
The free banquet will take
place in the Grand Ballroom on
the second floor of the BowenThompson Student Union. Dr.
Jeannie Ludlow of the American
Culture Studies Program will
serve as emcee for the evening's
events.
Powell encourages all to
come with an open mind and
be willing to participate in different role reversal activities
which will be lead by Dr.
Ludlow. The hope is that these
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People stand in line at the last Hunger Banquet, held four years ago. Guests were
given rice and water or a complete chicken dinner to illustrate the inequity in the
world. This year's banquet's menu is unannounced.
activities will help
people better understand world
hunger
While the banquet is not an
annual event on campus, it has
been held here in the past. The
last Hunger Banquet was held
four years ago and was sponsored by Chapman Learning
Community.
This year's banquet has been
more publicized, and Powell
hopes this will attract a larger
crowd. "We're anticipating 250
to 300 this time. Wemayeven
have over 300 which would be
outstanding," Powell said.

Powell was reluctant to give
too many details, in hope that
people will participate free from
preconceived notions. He
promises the banquet will be an
informative and eye opening
event for all who attend.
The main sponsors of the
event are the Bowling Green
State University Honors
Program and the Honors
Student Association. Thisyear,
the banquet has also received
sponsorship from University
Dining Services, Chapman
Learning Community, Honors
Housing and Pepsi Co.

Oxfam America is providing
the necessary materials for the
banquet. According to the organizations website, it is a confederation made up of twelve nongovernmental organizations that
work together in over eighty
countries. Their goal is "to find
lasting solutions to poverty, suffering and injustice." Oneofits
stratagies to fund development
projects, such as the hunger banquet. Oxfam also provides
emergency relief during times of
crisis and campaigns for econmic and social injustice
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Environmental Programs
Job Fair

Gil! Scout Cookies

CafeEntertainment, Open
Mic

What is a Jew Panel?

6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

8 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Jeremy Culpepper Band

Union Lobby

8 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Olscamp 221

9 p.m. - Midnight

Girl Scout Troop 1*381 will be selling

Carnation Cafe and Bakery

Hillcl is sponsoring this panel discus-

Black Swamp Pub. student Union

Society for Creative

cookies.

UAO is sponsoring this event.

sion.

The event is sponsored by the Student

Anachronism Meeting

♦WEDNESDAY 03/06/02

Union. For more information, call

8 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Hunger Banquet

8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Olscamp 101
Sponsored by Environmental
Programs. For more information, call
372-7158

Annual Undergraduate Art
and Design Exhibitions

Wankelman
This is a juried selection of an is all
mediums from students in the School
of An. Many of the works will be for
sale.

Book Scholarship
Fundraiser
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Union Lobby
Dance Marathon is selling book
scholarships as a fundraiser.

UPS Recruitment Table
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Career Services Room 300
UPS will be conducting interviews for
■he day and night shifts.
Women's Journaling Group
4 p.m.
The Women's Center. 107 Hanna Hall
Explore me possibilities of journaling
to unlock your creativity. This group
meets every Tuesday and is open to
all women.

Macromedia Dreamweaver
4 for Beginners

6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p m.

Annual Undergraduate Art
and Design Exhibitions

9 p.m. - 10 a.m.

The Honors Department is sponsoring
thsi event. For more information look

10 a.m. -4 p.m

Technology Building

in The Campus Buzz or call Torrancc

Dorothy Uber Bryan and Williard

VCTO is offering this free workshop

Powell at 372-8506.

Wankelman
This is a juried selection of art is all

Lenhart Ballroom

10 a.m -4pm.
Dorothy Uber Bryan and Williard

email: buzz@bgnet.bgsu.edu

7:30 p.m.

419-372-9000

Prout Chapel

101 BA
For more information, contact John

♦FRIDAY 03/08/02

Bench at 352-1279.

Media 100 lab. 2nd floor of

Lincoln Day Dinner
7 p.m - II p.m.

to anyone who wants to learn web

Annual Undergraduate Art
and Design Exhibitions

design.

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Congressman Paul Gillmorc will be

Dorothy Uber Bryan and Williard

attending this event. For more infor-

Lenhart Grand Ballroom

Music from Bowling Green

mediums from students in the School

at the Manor
House:Bowling Green Trio

of Art. Many of the works will be for

Wankelman

mation, contact Event Planning at

sale.

This is a juried selection of art is all

372-9000

THURSDAY 03/07/02

7:30 p.m
Wildwood Metro Park. Toledo

Issues in Cultural Diversity

Annual Undergraduate Art
and Design Exhibitions

Violinist Nancy Buck, clarinetists

Series

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

mediums from students in the School
of Art Many of the works will be for

MARS QUEST
8 p.m.

Kevin Schcmpf and pianist Robert

10a.m. -Noon

Dorothy Uber Bryan and Williard

Satterlee will perform. The concert is

Jerome Library. Pallister Conference

Wankelman

GSS Assembly Meeting

Exploring the Red Planet SI donation
is suggested.

free and open to the public

112 Physical Science Lab Bldg.

Room

This is a juried selection of art is all

3 p.m. - 5 p.m.

'Non-Traditional Families" is the

mediums from students in the School

McFall Gallery

DAC's Jeffery Stolet, composer/multimedia artist

topic of this lecture. For more infor-

of Art. Many of the works will be for

The Graduate Student Senate will be

mation, contact Mary Wrighten at

sale.

holding their meeting.

8 p.m.

372-7897.

Gospel Choir T-Shirt Sale

Theta Shorts Fest 2002

8:30 am.-1:45 p.m.

11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

4 p.m.- 6 p.m.

College Park Building. BGSU

Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

Nurture Yourself

Honors Student Association

Multimedia artist and composer will

10:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.

perform. He is a Professor of Music

Union Lobby

and director of music technology at

The Honor Student Association is

the University of Oregon.

sponsoring an information table.

MARS Quest

Gospel Choir T-Shirt Sale

8 p.m.

11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

112 Physical Science Lab. Building

Union Lobby

Explore the Red Planet at the

The Gospel Choir will be selling t-

Planatarium. Suggested donation is

shirts to benefit Dance Marathon.

$1.

WBGUFM88.I
Noon - 2 p.m.

♦SATURDAY 03/09/02

PHOTO PROVES)

Jonathan T. Schmidt made this sculpture out of Acrylic, wood and the flag. The sculpture is titled Tender Assassin and is
now showing at the Undergraduate Art and Design Exhibitions. The art will be on show throughout the week.

Union Lobby

Union Theater

This self-enrichment workshop allows

The Gospel Choir will be selling t-

Theta Alpha Phi is sponsoring a night

participants to take time through

shirts as a fundraiser for Dance

of one-act plays.

relaxation workshops. For more
information, call 372-8181

Marathon.

PKD Speaker Symposium

WBGU FM 88.1 is sponsoring an
information table in the union.

Empowerment Group
2 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

La Mesa Oblicura Lecture

Location to be announced

12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.

This support group is for women sur-

Union 201A

vivors of abusive relationships.

For more information, contact the

Contact Diedra Bennert at 372-2190

Center for Multicultural and

for more information.

Academic Initiatives at 372-2642

Union Lobby

8 p.m.

Closing of Residence Halls

6:30 p.m.

Noon

Pi Kappa Delta is sponsoring the

The program will include "Dragons

Retaining Students: New
Questions and Fresh
Perspectives Teleconference

The Women's Center, 107 Hanna Hall

All Residence Halls will close at noon

speaker series. For more information,

in the Sky" by Mark Schuliz and

1 p.m. - 4 p.m.

This group is open to all women in

for Spring Break. Be safe!

contact Paul Alda, 372-8856.

"Rcbellio" by Stephen Rush. Free and

Olscamp 113

the writing process of their academic

open to the public.

This event is co-sponsored by the

program.

7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical

Union 314,315,316

Arts Center

Faculty Artist Series: Roger
Schupp, Percussion

office of Vice Provost for Academic
Services and the Division of Student
Affairs.

I a&cfii££«9££yfr&

Dissertation Writing Group
for Women

Fiction (Ben Campbell) and
Poetry ( Seth Berg) Reading

The Buzz is still looking
for Staff.
For more info, call
Chasity at 353-4751

